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Wind power has been one of the fastest growing and most competitive renew-
able sources in the past decade. After the massive installation of new wind power
generation systems (WPGSs), efficient and reliable operation of them has become
one main concern of the wind power industry. This thesis focuses on improving the
generation efficiency of WPGSs. The study is carried out based on permanent mag-
net synchronous generator (PMSG)-WPGS, which is one main stream WPGS due to
the merits such as high reliability, high efficiency, low noise, fast dynamic response
and self-excitation on the rotor. A PMSG based wind turbine connects to the power
grid via back to back full-rate power electronic converters and can be controlled to
rotate at a varying speed in variable wind power to achieve high efficiency.
Chapter 1 starts an overview of typical WPGSs, including different types of wind
turbines, generators and power electronic devices. Then the three typical operation
regions of a variable speed variable pitch wind turbine are presented, i.e. the first one
variable speed operation region, the second one fixed rated rotation speed operation
region, and the third one rated power operation region. In the first operation region,
the control objective is achieving maximum power extraction from the wind, so
called maximum power point tracking (MPPT). Methods for WPGSs to achieve
MPPT are reviewed.
A reliable and efficient operation of a WPGS requires smooth switching between
three operation regions when the wind speed changes between the cut-in and the
cut-out speed. As different region has different control strategy, thus the switch-
ing between different operation regions is required. Non-smooth and excessive
switching between different control strategies will introduce fatigue loads during
the transitions period thus damage the mechanical part of a WPGS. Thus a smooth
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region switching logic is proposed in Chapter 2 to minimise sudden changes during
switching. The proposed method is verified via simulation on a 5th-order nonlin-
ear variable-speed wind turbine model and by hardware-in-the-loop test based on
Speedflo and dSPACE platform.
Among all the MPPT methods, perturbation&observation (P&O), also called
hill-climb-search (HCS) method, is commonly used in industry for small-scale wind
turbine as it does not require wind speed measurement and prior knowledge of the
wind turbine characteristics. However, it may fail to track the optimal power points,
or even lose its trackability in variable wind speed environment. To tackle this chal-
lenge, a wind speed variation detection method is proposed to improve performance
of the HCS method. With the wind speed variation detection, the wind turbine can
change its rotational speed according to the changes in wind speed. The proposed
method is verified in simulation and hardware-in-the-loop tests with a PMSG based
WPGS. The simulation results show the proposed method can detect the wind speed
variation during the operation such that the misleading of HCS during variable wind
speed can be avoided. Results of hardware-in-the-loop tests show that compared
with the conventional HCS method, the developed method has higher MPPT effi-
ciency. It can generate 4% more power than the conventional HCS method with the
same wind speed input.
Besides HCS method, power signal feedback (PSF) is another feasible MPPT
method. PSF method needs the wind turbine’s optimal power-speed curve as the
reference to control the rotational speed to track maximum power points. In in-
dustry, the wind turbine manufacturers need additional aerodynamic experiments
to obtain the accurate optimal power-speed curve of wind turbines. However, the
optimal power-speed curve of each type of wind turbines is different. Even for
the same wind turbine, the optimal curve may change after installation, due to the
change of operation environment such as temperature variation and dust pollution.
To avoid those special tests, a method is proposed in Chapter 4 for wind turbines to
on-site detect the optimal power-speed curve. With an accurate optimal power-speed
curve, the WPGS can efficiently achieve MPPT by PSF control. Both simulation and
hardware-in-the-loop tests show that the proposed method can detect the wind tur-
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bine optimal power-speed curve in variable wind speed. It can be used to calibrate
PSF reference and improve the MPPT efficiency.
To verify the proposed MPPT algorithm, in Chapter 5, a designed power elec-
tronics hardware is tested with a PMSG based WPGS and finally implemented in
a small scale prototype WPGS. The small scale prototype implementation and field
tests are given in Chapter 6. In Chapter 5, a diode rectifier with DC-DC boost con-
verter is designed and implemented as the generator-side converter in a PMSG based
WPGS. The operation and model of DC-DC boost converter are given. Due to the
low cost and high reliability of diode rectifier, it is widely used in PMSG based
WPGSs. A boost converter controls the dc-side voltage and current for MPPT and
steps up the voltage for grid connection.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review
Wind is a clean and environmentally friendly renewable energy resource that
can reduce our dependency on fossil fuels and has developed rapidly in recent years
[1]. Over the past few years, wind power has shown the fastest rate of growth of
any form of electricity generation with its development stimulated by concerns of
national policy makers over climate change, energy diversity and security of supply
[2]. Figure 1.1 shows the global wind power capacity installed between 2000 to
2015. It indicates that at the end of 2015, the world’s wind energy installation
capacity reached 63013 MW, a 22% increase over 2014 [3].
This research is sponsored by European Regional Development Fund. The project
is supported by the Centre for Global Eco-Innovation and collaborated with Gencoa
Ltd. This project aims to develop a controller to improve the efficiency of wind
turbines. With literature review, models building, simulation and hardware exper-
iments, an advanced wind turbine controller was designed and tested in prototype
experiments.
This chapter presents a brief review of wind power generation system (WPGS).
It contains the configuration of WPGSs, including wind turbines, generators and
power electronics, and operation and control of WPGSs. A literature review of
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is given in Section 1.2. Motivations and
objectives, thesis outline and contributions are given.
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1.1 Wind Power Generation Systems
1.1.1 Typical configurations
A WPGS consists of a wind turbine, a generator and related power electronics.
There are a large number of choices of architecture available to the designer of a
wind power generation system [2, 4, 5]. Typically, there are two well-known types
of WPGSs: fixed-speed and variable-speed wind power generation systems.
Fixed-speed wind power generation system
Fixed-speed wind turbines basically operate at constant speed. There are rela-
tively simple devices in a fixed-speed wind power generation system. It normally
consists of an aerodynamic rotor driving a low-speed shaft, a gearbox, a high-speed
shaft and an induction generator. From the electrical system viewpoint, they are per-
haps best considered as large fan drives with torque applied to the low-speed shaft
from the wind flow [2].
Figure 1.2 illustrates the schematic of a fixed-speed wind power generation sys-
tem. A fixed-speed wind power generation system consists of a squirrel-cage induc-
tion generator coupled to the power system through a turbine transformer [6]. The
generator operating slip changes slightly as the operating power level changes and
the rotational speed is therefore not entirely constant. Because the operating slip
variation is generally less than 1%, this type of wind power generation system is
normally referred to as fixed speed [7].
Squirrel-cage induction machines consume reactive power, and so it is conven-
tional to provide power factor correction capacitors at each wind turbine. The func-
tion of the soft-starter unit is to build up the magnetic flux slowly and so minimise
transient currents during energization of the generator. Also, by applying the net-
work voltage slowly to the generator, once energised, it brings the drive train slowly
to its operating rotational speed [8].
For fixed-speed wind power generation systems, connecting the induction gen-
erators to power system produces transients that are short duration with very high
inrush currents, thus causing disturbances to both the grid and high torque spikes in
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Figure 1.1: Global wind energy installation capacity [3]
Figure 1.2: Schematic of a fixed-speed wind power generation system [2]
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the drive train of wind turbines with a directly connected induction generator. Such
a transient disturbs the grid and limits the acceptable number of wind turbines. The
high starting currents of induction generators are usually limited by a thyristor soft-
starter. The current limiter or soft-starter, based on thyristor technology, typically
limits the RMS value of the inrush current to a level below two times of the generator
rated current. The soft-starter has a limited thermal capacity and it is short-circuited
by a contactor, which carries the full-load current when the connection to the grid
has been completed. In addition to reducing the impact on the grid, the soft-starter
also effectively dampens the torque peaks associated with the peak currents, and
hence reduces the loads on the gearbox.
A fixed-speed wind power generation system, even though simple and reliable,
severely limits the energy output of a wind turbine. Since there is no torque control
loop, fluctuations in generated power are larger.
Variable-speed wind power generation system
Variable-speed technologies are widely used in wind power generation systems
recently as the variable-speed operation of a wind turbine system has many advan-
tages. For instance, the wind turbine can increase or decrease its speed if the wind
speed and torque vary. This means less wear and tear on the tower, gearbox, and
other components in the drive train. Also, variable-speed systems can increase the
production of the energy and reduce the fluctuation of the power injected into the
grid. In variable-speed systems, the generator is normally connected to the grid
through a power electronic system [9]. Currently, the most common variable-speed
wind power generation systems configurations are doubly fed induction generator
(DFIG) based WPGS and fully rated converter WPGS based on a synchronous or
induction generator.
A typical configuration of a DFIG based wind power generation system consists
of a wound rotor induction generator, a power converter and a crowbar as shown in
Figure 1.3. The wound-rotor induction generator has slip rings to take current into
or out of the rotor winding, and the variable-speed operation is obtained by injecting
a controllable voltage into the rotor at slip frequency [8, 10].
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of a DFIG WPGS with a back-to-back power converter [2]
Figure 1.4: Schematic of WPGS with a fully rated back-to-back converter [2]
The typical configuration of a fully rated converter WPGS is shown in Figure
1.4. This type of wind power generation system may or may not include a gearbox.
A wide range of electrical generator types can be employed, for example, induction,
wound-rotor synchronous or permanent magnet synchronous.
Generators
Doubly fed induction generator (DFIG)
The DFIG based WPGS use a wound-rotor induction generator whose stator
winding connected to the grid through a transformer and rotor winding fed through
a variable-frequency power converter [11]. The power converter decouples the grid
electrical frequency from the rotor mechanical frequency, enabling variable-speed
operation of the wind turbine. The generator and converters are protected by voltage
limits and an over-current ’crowbar’ [2].
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A DFIG based WPGS can deliver power to grid through the stator and rotor,
while the rotor can also absorb power. This depends on the rotational speed of the
generator. If the generator operates above synchronous speed, power will be deliv-
ered from the rotor through the converters to the grid, and if the generator operates
below synchronous speed, then the rotor will absorb power from the grid through
the converters. By controlling the active power of the converter, it is possible to
vary the rotational speed of the generator, and thus the speed of the rotor of the wind
turbine [9].
Permanent magnetic synchronous generator (PMSG)
PMSG has the property of self-excitation, which allows an operation at a high
power and a high efficiency. This makes it widely employed in WPGSs [4]. PMSG
avoids the field current supply or reactive power compensation facilities needed by
wound-rotor synchronous generators and induction generators and it also removes
the need for slip rings [2]. The efficiency of PMSG is higher than in the induction
generator, as the excitation is provided without any energy supply.
The synchronous machine can provide its own excitation on the rotor. Such ex-
citation may be obtained using either a current-carrying winding or permanent mag-
nets. The wound-rotor synchronous machine has a very desirable feature compared
with its permanent magnets counterpart, namely an adjustable excitation current
and, consequently, control of its output voltage independent of load current. This
feature explains why most constant-speed generators use wound rotors instead of
permanent magnets excited rotors. The synchronous generator in wind turbines is
in most cases connected to the network via an electronic converter. Therefore, the
advantage of controllable no-load voltage is not as critical.
Wound rotors are heavier than permanent magnet rotors and typically bulkier
(particularly in short pole-pitch synchronous generators). Also, electrically excited
synchronous generators have higher losses in the rotor windings. Although there
will be some losses in the magnets caused by the circulation of eddy currents in the
permanent magnets volume, they will usually be much lower than the copper losses
of electrically excited rotors. This increase in copper losses will also increase on
increasing the number of poles [2].
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In a conventional wind turbine, a gearbox is used between the turbine and the
generator as the turbine speed is much lower than the generator speed. An alter-
native is to use a generator for very low speed. The generator can then be directly
connected to the turbine shaft.There are two main reasons for using direct-driven
generators in wind turbine systems. Direct-driven generators are favoured for some
applications due to the reduction in losses in the drive train and less noise [2]. The
most important difference between conventional and direct-driven wind turbine gen-
erators is that the low speed of the direct-driven generator makes a very high-rated
torque necessary. This is an important difference because the size and the losses of
a low-speed generator depend on the rated torque rather than on the rated power.
A direct-driven generator for a 500 kW, 30 RPM wind turbine has the same rated
torque as a 50 MW, 3000 RPM steam-turbine generator [2].
Wind turbines
A wind turbine is a device for extracting kinetic energy from the wind. There
is a variety of wind turbine types. It can be divided by structure into horizontal and
vertical wind turbine types. Practical horizontal axis wind turbine designs use air-
foils to transform the kinetic energy in the wind into mechanical energy. Depending
on the design of the pitch in wind turbines, there are fixed pitch and variable pitch
blades wind turbines. And also there are different types of wind turbines depends
on the yaw systems [5].
Wind turbine characteristics
Wind turbines produce electricity by using the power of the wind to drive an
electrical generator. The wind passes over the blades, generating lift and exerting a
turning force. The rotating blades turn a shaft inside the nacelle, which goes into a
gearbox. The gearbox increases the rotational speed to that which is appropriate for
the generator, which uses magnetic fields to convert the rotational energy into elec-
trical energy. The power output goes to a transformer, which converts the electricity
from the generator to the appropriate voltage level for the power collection system.
A wind turbine extracts kinetic energy from the swept area of the blades. The
power in the airflow is given by [12, 13]:
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where ρ = air density (approximately 1.225 kg·m−3 )
Ar = swept area of rotor, m2
Vw = upwind free wind speed, m/s.
Although Equation 1.1.1 gives the power available in the wind. The power trans-











A maximum value of Cp is defined by the Betz limit [5, 12], which states that
a turbine can never extract more than 59.3% of the power from an air stream. In
reality, wind turbine rotors have maximum Cp values in the range 25-45%.






ωr = rotational speed of rotor, rad/s
Rb = radius to tip of rotor, m
The tip-speed ratio, λ and the power coefficient, Cp, are dimensionless and so
can be used to describe the performance of any size of wind turbine rotor. The
maximum power coefficient is only achieved at a single tip-speed ratio. For a fixed
rotational speed of the wind turbine, this only occurs at a single wind speed. Hence,
one argument for operating a wind turbine at variable rotational speed is that it is
possible to operate at maximum Cp over a range of wind speeds.
The power output of a wind turbine at various wind speeds is conventionally
described by its power curve. The power curve gives the steady-state electrical
power output as a function of the wind speed at the hub height. An example of a
power curve is given in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: Power curve for a 2MW wind turbine
The power curve has three key points on the velocity scale:
• Cut-in wind speed - the minimum wind speed at which the machine will de-
liver useful power.
• Rated wind speed - the wind speed at which rated power is obtained (rated
power is generally the maximum power output of the electrical generator).
• Cut-out wind speed - the maximum wind speed at which the turbine is allowed
to deliver power (usually limited by engineering loads and safety constraints).
Below the cut-in wind speed speed, the wind turbine remains shut down as the
speed of the wind is too low for useful energy production. Then, once in operation,
the power output increases following a broadly cubic relationship with wind speed
until rated wind speed is reached. Above rated wind speed the aerodynamic rotor is
arranged to limit the mechanical power extracted from the wind and so reduce the
mechanical loads on the drive train. Then at very high wind speeds the turbine is
shut down.
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Power electronics
Power electronics is a key component of a wind power generation system. With-
in the wind turbine generator, power electronics converters are used to control the
steady-state and dynamic active and reactive power flow to and from the electrical
generator.
As all of the power from the turbine goes through the power converters, the
dynamic operation of the electrical generator is effectively isolated from the power
grid [14]. The electrical frequency of the generator may vary as the wind speed
changes, while the grid frequency remains unchanged, thus allowing variable-speed
operation of the wind turbine [15].
The power converters can be arranged in various ways. Whereas the generator-
side converter can be a diode rectifier or a PMW voltage source converter (VSC), the
grid-side converter is typically a PWM-VSC. The strategy to control the operation
of the generator and the power flows to the network depends very much on the
type of power converter arrangement employed. The grid-side converter can be
controlled to maintain the DC bus voltage constant. Active power is transmitted
through the converters with very little energy stored in the DC link capacitor. Hence
the torque applied to the generator can be controlled by the network-side converter.
Each converter can generate or absorb reactive power independently [16, 17].
The variable-speed operation can be achieved by using any suitable combination
of generator, synchronous or asynchronous, and a power electronic interface. Table
1.1 summarizes the application of VSCs for different generator configurations [2].
Diode bridge-VSC with DC-DC boost converter
Figure 1.6 shows an arrangement of a diode bridge-VSC with a DC-DC boost
converter. In this configuration, power can only flow from the generator to the grid.
The generated AC voltage and current are converted into DC using the diode bridge
and then inverted back to AC using the PWM-VSC. This arrangement decouples the
wind turbine from the AC grid, thus allowing variable-speed operation of the wind
turbine. The PWM-VSC is generally controlled to maintain the DC link capacitor
at a constant voltage. This will ensure the power transfer between the DC link and
the grid. The active power of the generator is controlled by adjusting the duty cycle
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Generator Power electronic conversion used
DFIG Back-to-back VSCs
connected to the rotor
PMSG Diode bridge-VSC and back-to-back VSCs
connected to the armature
Wound rotor Diode bridge-VSC and back-to-back VSCs
synchronous generator connected to the armature and field
Table 1.1: Generated energy comparison of power transfer to charge the batteries
D of the DC-DC boost converter through a controller, whereas the reactive power is
adjusted by the grid side inverter.
A DC/DC boost converter with a three-phase diode rectifier used in a wind power
generation system could simplify the control and potentially reduce the cost of the
system. There are two distinctive characteristics of this type of wind energy system
[18]:
1. The rotor flux of the synchronous generator is produced by permanent mag-
nets or rotor field winding, and, therefore, the generator does not require the
rectifier to provide magnetization as it does for the induction generators.
2. The output DC voltage of the boost converter can be regulated (increased) to a
level required by the inverter. This is especially important at low wind speeds,
when the output voltage of the diode rectifier is too low for the inverter to
operate properly.
Back-to-back VSCs
The back-to-back VSC is a bi-direction power converter consisting of two volt-
age source converters as shown in Figure 1.7.
The IGBTs on the generator-side VSC are controlled using a PWM technique.
The classical PWM is carrier-based PWM where a reference signal, Vref , which
varies sinusoidally, is compared with a fixed-frequency triangular carrier wavefor-
m, Vtri, to create a switching pattern. If a single-phase two-level VSC is consid-
ered with the waveforms shown in Figure 1.8, then signal of one IGBT is 1 when
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Figure 1.6: VSC with a three-phase diode bridge and DC/DC boost converter [2]
Figure 1.7: Back-to-back VSCs [2]
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Figure 1.8: Reference voltage, Vref , and the carrier waveform, Vtri [2]
Figure 1.9: Output PWM waveform of a single-phase, two-level VSC [2]
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Vref > Vtri. The signal is -1 when Vref < Vtri. The PWM switching pattern is
shown in Figure 1.9. In variable-speed wind turbines, the frequency of the sinu-
soidal reference waveform (Vref in Figure 1.8) is locked to the frequency of the gen-
erated voltage. Therefore, the frequency of the output voltage of the VSC contains a
component at the frequency of the generated voltage, referred to as the fundamental
and also higher-order harmonics. The magnitude of the VSC output voltage can
be controlled by changing the amplitude modulation index and the phase angle can
be controlled by controlling the phase angle of Vref with respect to the generated
voltage [2].
The main advantages of using back-back VSCs include the following: (a) it has
been applied in industry for many years; (b) many manufacturers produce compo-
nents specially designed for this type of converter; and (c) the decoupling of the two
VSCs through a capacitor allows separate control of the two converters [17].
1.1.2 Operation and control
A wind turbine is essentially a device that captures part of the wind energy and
converts it into useful work. In particular, WPGS connected to the grid must be
designed to minimise the cost of supplied energy ensuring safe operation as well as
acoustic emission and power quality standards [19].
The minimisation of the energy cost involves a series of partial objectives. These
objectives are actually closely related and sometimes conflicting. Therefore, they
should not be pursued separately. Conversely, the question is to find a well-balanced
compromise among them. These partial goals can be arranged in the following
topics [19]:
• Energy capture: Maximization of energy capture taking account of safe op-
eration restrictions such as rated power, rated speed and cut-out wind speed,
etc.
• Mechanical loads: Preventing the WECS from excessive dynamic mechan-
ical loads. This general goal encompasses transient loads alleviation, high
frequency loads mitigation and resonance avoidance.
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Figure 1.10: Wind turbine operation regions division
• Power quality: Conditioning the generated power to comply with intercon-
nection standards.
Operation regions
The ideal power curve exhibits three different regions with distinctive generation
objectives (Figure 1.10). At low wind speeds (Region 1), the available power is
lower than rated power. The available power is defined as the power in the wind
passing through the rotor area multiplied by the maximum power coefficient Cp max.
So, the generation objective in region 1 is to extract all the available power.
Therefore, the ideal power curve in this region follows a cubic parabola defined by
Equation 1.1.1 [19].
On the other side, the generation goal in the high wind speed region (Region 3) is
to limit the generated power below its rated value to avoid overloading. In this region
the available power exceeds rated power, therefore the turbine must be operated with
efficiency lower than Cp max. Finally, there is region 2, which is actually a transition
between the optimum power curve of Region 1 and the constant power line of region
3. In this region, the rotational speed is limited to maintain acoustic noise emission
within admissible levels and to keep centrifugal forces below values tolerated by the
rotor. Eventually, in the case that such a speed limit is not reached, Region 2 may
not exist, and the optimum power curve (i.e. Region 1) may continue until getting
to rated power [19].
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Mechanical load
To minimise of the energy cost, the control system should not merely be de-
signed to track as tightly as possible the ideal power curve. In fact, the other control
objectives must not be ignored. For instance, the mechanical loads of wind turbines
are exposed to must also be considered [20] [21]. Mechanical loads may cause
fatigue damage on several devices, thereby reducing the useful life of the system.
Since the overall cost of the WPGS is spread over a shorter period of time, the cost
of energy will rise.
There are basically two types of mechanical loads, namely static and dynam-
ic ones. Static loads result from the interaction of the turbine with the mean wind
speed. Much more important from the control viewpoint are the dynamic load-
s, which are induced by the spatial and temporal distribution of the wind speed
field over the area swept by the rotor. Dynamic loads comprise variations in the
net aerodynamic torque that propagate down the drive-train and variations in the
aerodynamic loads that impact on the mechanical structure. They are the so-called
drive-train and structural loads, respectively.
There is also another common classification of dynamic loads. On the one hand,
there are the transient loads, which are induced by turbulence and gusts. They are
predominantly of low frequency. Transient loads have very important implications
in high wind speeds, particularly for the determination of the components rating.
The transition between maximum power tracking (Region 1) and power regulation
(Region 3) and the way power is limited in above rated wind speeds have a direc-
t impact on transient loads. Unsuitable control strategies may inevitably lead to
strong transient loads. Therefore, the planning of the control strategy must also take
them into consideration. In addition, controller setup and design also influence the
transient loads. In fact, the tighter the closed-loop system follows the steady-state
control strategy curve after a wind gust, the heavier the transient loads will be [19].
On the other hand, rotational sampling induces high-frequency cyclic loads con-
centrated around spectral peaks at multiples of rotor speed. For an N-bladed wind
turbine, the spectral peak at NP predominates in cyclic drive-train loads whereas the
energy of cyclic structural loads is mainly concentrated around 1P and NP. When
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propagated down the drive-train and structure, cyclic loads may excite some of the
poorly damped vibration modes of the system. In this respect, control systems are
increasingly important as the wind turbines are larger and their components more
flexible [22]. Cyclic loads are highly influenced by the control strategy as well as
by the controller setup and design. For instance, the control of the electric gener-
ator affects the propagation of drive-train loads whereas the pitch control impact-
s directly on the structural loads. Therefore, inappropriate control designs might
accentuate the vibration modes, potentially leading to the destruction of some me-
chanical devices such as gearbox or blades. The controller must provide damping
at the vibration modes whenever possible in order to mitigate high frequency loads
and reduce the risk of fatigue breakdown. On the other hand, the control strategy
must avoid operation at points where those vibration modes that cannot be damped
by the controller are likely to be excited [23].
Wind turbines control
Stall control
Many turbines are stall-regulated, which means that the blades are designed to
stall in high winds without any pitch action being required. This means that pitch
actuators are not required, although some means of aerodynamic braking is likely to
be required, if only for emergencies [13].
In order to achieve stall-regulation at reasonable wind speeds, the turbine must
operate closer to stall than its pitch-regulated counterpart, resulting in lower aero-
dynamic efficiency below rated. This disadvantage may be mitigated in a variable-
speed turbine when the rotor speed can be varied below rated in order to maintain
peak power coefficient.
For the turbine to stall rather than accelerate in high winds, the rotor speed must
be restrained. In a fixed speed turbine, the rotor speed is restrained by the generator,
which is governed by the network frequency, as long as the torque remains below the
pull-out torque. In a variable speed turbine, the speed is maintained by ensuring that
the generator torque is varied to match the aerodynamic torque. A variable-speed
turbine offers the possibility to slow the rotor down in high winds in order to bring
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it into stall. This means that the turbine can operate further from the stall point in
low winds, resulting in higher aerodynamic efficiency. However, this strategy means
that when a gust hits the turbine, the load torque not only has to rise to match the
wind torque but also has to increase further in order to slow the rotor down into stall.
This removes one of the main advantaged of variable-speed operation, namely that
it allows very smooth control of torque and power above rated.
Yaw control
Horizontal axis wind turbines need some means to direct the turbine towards
the wind. The entire nacelle is rotated about the tower to yaw the rotor out of the
wind [7]. Usually, this is accomplished actively with an electrical or hydraulic servo.
A wind vane placed on top of the nacelle senses the wind direction. However, the
nacelle is mechanically parked most of the time. The servo is activated only when
the mean relative wind direction exceeds some predefined limits [24].
If the yaw parking mechanism is stiff, then large dynamic loads appear in its
components and the tower. It may be better to make it flexible, for instance, with
mechanical suspension devices. An alternative is to use the yaw motor continuously,
instead of parking the nacelle. The same dynamic behaviour as with a spring and
damper suspension can theoretically be obtained with feedback of the yaw angle
[24].
The disadvantage of this concept is the increased demands on the yaw servo.
Continuous operation leads to increased wear. The ratings of the motor, for example,
the maximum torque and speed, may have to be improved. Furthermore, additional
or improved measurements may be required [24].
Pitch control
Pitch angle regulation is required in conditions above the rated wind speed when
the rotational speed is kept constant. The blades are physically rotated about their
longitudinal axis. Small changes in pitch angle can have a dramatic effect on the
power output. The purpose of the pitch angle control might be [25]:
1. Optimizing the power output of the wind turbine. Below rated wind speed,
the pitch setting should be at its optimum value to give maximum power.
2. Preventing input mechanical power to exceed the design limits. Above rated
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wind speed, pitch angle control provides a very effective means of regulating
the aerodynamic power and loads produced by the rotor.
3. Minimizing fatigue loads of the turbine mechanical component. It is clear
that the action of the control system can have a major impact on the loads
experienced by the turbine. The design of the controller must take into account
the effect on loads, and the controller should ensure that excessive loads will
not result from the control action. It is possible to go further than this, and
explicitly design the controller with the reduction of certain fatigue loads as
an additional objective.
One advantage of blade pitch control is that aerodynamic loads are controlled
directly without undesirable transmission through the drive train and turbine struc-
ture [26].
In some commercial wind turbines, pitch control in Region 3 is performed us-
ing the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) collective pitch control law [27]. The
output signal of the pitch angle controller can be either blade pitch angle or rate
of change. While collective blade pitch requires only a single-input, single-output
controller, many utility-scale turbines allow the blades to be pitched independent-
ly. If additional sensors and measurements, such as strain gauges measuring tow-
er or blade bending moments, are available for feedback, then multi-input, multi-
output individual blade pitch controllers can be designed for improved performance
[27, 28].
Generation and power electronics control
The power converter can be arranged in various ways. While the generator-side
converter can be a diode-based rectifier or a PWM voltage source converter, the
strategy to control the operation of the generator and power flows to the network
depends very much on the type of power converter arrangement employed.
Control of the generator side converter
The operation of the generator and the power transferred from the generator to
the DC link are controlled by adjusting the magnitude and angle of the voltage at the
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Figure 1.11: Load angle control of the generator-side converter
AC terminals of the generator-side converter. This can be achieved using the load
angle control technique or vector control techniques.
Load angle control
The load angle control strategy employs steady-state power flow equations to
determine the transfer of active and reactive power between the generator and the
DC link. The implementation of the load angle control scheme is shown in Figure
1.11. The major advantage of the load angle control is its simplicity. However,
as in this technique, the dynamics of the generator are not considered, it may not
be very effective in controlling the generator during a transient operating condition
[7]. Hence an alternative way to control the generator is to employ vector control
techniques.
In Figure 1.11, Eg is the magnitude of the generator internal voltage, Xg the
synchronous reactance, Vt the voltage at the converter terminals, αg the phase dif-
ference between the voltages Eg and Vt, Pgref and Qgref are the reference value of
the active and reactive power.
Vector control
Vector control techniques are implemented based on the dynamic model of the
synchronous generator expressed in the dq frame. The dq frame is defined as the d
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Figure 1.12: Vector control of the generator-side converter
axis aligned with the magnetic axis of the rotor (field). A PI controller is used to reg-
ulate the error between the reference and actual current values. The implementation
of the vector control technique is shown in Figure 1.12 [2].
In Figure 1.12, Te and Tm are electromagnetic and mechanical torque, ψf is field
flux linkage, Xqs = ωsLqs, Xds = ωsLds and Efd = ωsLmdif where Lds and Lqs are
the d and q axis inductance, Lmd is mutual inductance in d axis, if is field current.
For the vector control, the reference stator current on d axis idsref is set to zero. The
current reference iqsref which is the reference stator current on q axis is determined
from the torque equation.
The torque control is exercised in the q axis and the magnetization of the gener-
ators is controlled in the d axis.
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Figure 1.13: Grid side converter in a wind power generation system
Control of the grid side converter
Wind turbines deliver the generated power to the electric grid through power
converters. A typical grid-side converter for wind power generation systems is
shown in Figure 1.13, where a PWM-VSC is used as an example. The converter
is connected to the grid through a line inductance Lg, which represents the leakage
inductance of the transformer [18].
The objective of the grid-side converter is to maintain the DC link voltage at the
reference value and export active power to the grid. In addition, the controller is
designed to enable the exchange of reactive power between the converter and the
grid as required by the application specifications [2, 7]. The grid side converter is
modulated by the PWM schemes. Both load angle control technique and vector
control technique can be used to control the grid side converter to achieve its control
objectives.
1.2 Literature Review of Maximum Power Point Track-
ing Methods
From Figure 1.10, there are three different operational regions. Region1 is
bounded by the cut-in speed and the rated rotational speed. Although the speed
of the wind turbine could be fixed or variable, maximisation of the extracted energy
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is achievable with variable speed wind turbines only. These turbines can change
their rotational speed to follow instantaneous changes in wind speed.
In order to determine the optimal operating point of the wind turbine, inclusion
of an MPPT algorithm in the system is essential. Much has been written on the topic
of MPPT algorithms, especially of wind energy systems. Dipesh Kumar et al. [29]
presented a comprehensive review and discussion of the different MPPT algorithm
used in the WPGS, with three categories: indirect power controller, direct power
controller and hybrid controller. Studies [30] reviewed many published wind MPP-
T algorithms and compared some of the wind MPPT algorithms, particularly for
PMSG driven wind turbines. The authors in [31] reported that there is an increasing
trend of MPPT algorithm use among researchers over the past decade.
This section summaries the main methods for PMSG based wind power genera-
tion system to achieve MPPT.
1.2.1 Tip speed ratio (TSR) MPPT algorithm
In the TSR MPPT algorithm, it is required to keep up the TSR to an optimum
value at which extracted energy is maximised by regulating the rotational speed of
the generator. The block diagram of this method is shown in Figure 1.14 [29,32]. In
this method, the optimum rotational speed is compared with the actual value and the
difference is then given to the controller, which changes the speed of the generator to
reduce this error. Thus the mechanical power of the generator is controlled to track
its maximum value. The optimum rotational speed in Equation 1.2.1 is determined
from Equation 1.1.4 as:
ωm opt = λoptVw/Rb (1.2.1)
where ωm opt is the optimum mechanical rotation speed, λopt is the optimum tip-
speed-ratio, Vw is wind speed and Rb is rotor radius.
This method requires an anemometer for the wind speed measurement and also
the pre-known value of the optimal TSR to convert the wind speed measurement into
the corresponding reference for optimal rotational speed. Although TSR algorithm
is simple and efficient, additional experiments are required for getting the optimal
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Figure 1.14: The block diagram of TSR MPPT algorithm [29]
TSR value and a precise measurement of wind speed cause the system more costly
[30–32].
1.2.2 Optimal torque (OT) MPPT algorithm
The principle of this method is to adjust the mechanical torque according to a
maximum power reference torque of the wind turbine at a given wind speed [33,34].
The generator torque is determined as a function of λ and ωm. If the turbine’s rotor









In the OT algorithm, the torque of the generator is controlled to obtain optimum
torque reference curve according to the maximum power of the wind turbine at a
given wind speed. As Pm = ωmTm, the expression for optimum mechanical torque








The block diagram of OT algorithm is shown in Figure 1.15. It is a torque-
control-based algorithm, where the analytical expression of the optimum torque
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Figure 1.15: The block diagram of OT MPPT algorithm [29]
curve, represented by Equation 1.2.3 and Figure 1.16, is given as a reference torque
for the controller that is connected to the wind turbine. This optimum reference
torque is subtracted with actual torque to give the control signal to the controller,
which then minimises the difference between them.
This MPPT algorithm has the advantage of simple and fast. However, it needs
the actual torque value for feedback. Besides, the OT curve, which affects the MPPT
efficiency, need to be obtained via experimental tests [35–37].
1.2.3 Power signal feedback (PSF) MPPT algorithm
Classically the most popular approach of MPPT is PSF algorithm [32]. The
block diagram of PSF algorithm is shown in Figure 1.17. In the PSF algorithm, the
controller reduces the error between optimum power Pm opt and actual power. The
optimum power Pm opt is generated either using a pre-obtained power-speed curve
or using the expression of turbine output power as shown in Equation 1.2.2.
In this method, the reference optimum power curve of the wind turbine should
be obtained before. Then the data points for maximum output power and the corre-
sponding wind turbine speed in a lookup table or a function employing the product
of the cube of measured rotational speed with the optimum proportionality constan-
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Figure 1.16: The torque-speed characteristic curve for a series of different wind
speeds [29]
Figure 1.17: The block diagram of PSF MPPT algorithm [29]
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Figure 1.18: HCS control principle with a fixed step size [29]
t [38–40].
According to Raza Kazmi et al. [41], there is no difference between the PSF and
the OT methods in performance and complexity of implementation in wind power
generation systems. Although this algorithm is widely used in wind power genera-
tion systems, it requires the optimal power-speed curve which requires aerodynamic
tests. Moreover, these characteristics can dramatically change with time and factors
such as dirt and ice on the turbine blades [39, 42].
1.2.4 Perturbation and observation (P&O) or called hill climb
search (HCS) MPPT algorithm
The perturbation and observation (P&O) or called hill climb search (HCS) MPP-
T algorithm is a mathematical optimisation strategy used to search for the local op-
timum point of a given function [29, 30, 43]. This algorithm involves a perturbation
in the reference signal, generally the generator rotor speed or the terminal voltage
or current and observing the change in the power. In this algorithm, if the operating
point is on the left side of the peak point, the controller must move it to the right
to be nearer to the peak point, and vice versa if it is on the other side [44–46]. The
principle is shown in Figure 1.18.
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The P&O or HCS algorithm is widely used in wind power generation systems as
it is independent, simple and flexible. Besides, it does not require prior knowledge
of the wind turbine’s characteristic curve. However, it fails to reach the maximum
power points under rapid wind variations if used for large and medium inertia wind
turbines. Additionally, one major drawback that can lead to the failure of the track-
ing process is the lack of distinction between the power differences resulting from
the change in the wind with those resulting from the change in the previous pertur-
bation [47].
1.2.5 Other MPPT algorithm
Hybrid MPPT algorithm
One simple and effective solution to overcome the drawbacks of the conventional
MPPT algorithms is by hybridization of two or more MPPT algorithms [41, 48–
51]. An example of these methods was proposed in [49]. There are two modes of
operation: the first one is a P&O mode, in which the conventional fixed step P&O
MPPT algorithm is initially activated to search for an MPP at any local wind speed.
Once the MPP is detected and the voltage and current are measured, the unknown
parameter (k) is easily calculated. Once the k is extracted, it will be used to calculate
the optimal current curve, and at that time the hybrid MPPT algorithm current curve,
and at that time the hybrid MPPT algorithm switches to the second mode, which can
track the MPP based on the equation with k. Another example was the combining
of PSF control and HCS by Quincy and Liuchen [48] to develop a sensorless and
flexible method that is applicable to all wind turbine levels.
Fuzzy-based MPPT algorithm
Many control strategies [52–56] have been proposed that use the Fuzzy Log-
ic Control (FLC) for MPPT applications either independently or along with other
methods. Fuzzy logic control generally consists of three stages: fuzzification, rule
base table lookup, and defuzzification [31]. In the fuzzification stage, input vari-
ables are converted into linguistic variables based on a membership function. The
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Figure 1.19: The block diagram of fuzzy-based MPPT algorithm [29]
commonly used inputs to an FLC are error and change in error. Based on the input,
a rule base lookup table obtained by prior knowledge of the system’s response to
various errors, the FLC generates output, which is typically a change in duty ratio
or rotor speed. In the defuzzification stage, the FLC output is converted from a
linguistic variable to a numerical variable using another membership function. An
example of fuzzy-based MPPT algorithm is shown in Figure 1.19 [57].
Although fuzzy-based MPPT algorithms have been shown to perform well under
varying atmospheric conditions, their effectiveness depends on a lot on the knowl-
edge of the user in choosing the right error, levels of membership functions, and
selection of rule base table. The memory requirement also poses limitations in its
implementation [29, 31].
Neural network (NN)-based MPPT algorithm
Both fuzzy logic controller and neural network (NN) have become popular and
expanded with the development of soft computing technology [52,58–63]. A neural
network consists of three layers: input, hidden and output layers. The number of
nodes in each layer vary and are user dependent [64].In wind power generation
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Figure 1.20: The structure of a NN used for estimation of optimal turbine power and
speed [29]
systems, the input variables of NN based MPPT algorithm can be wind speed, pitch
angle, rotor speed, output torque, terminal voltage, etc. or any combination of these.
The output is generally a reference signal like duty cycle, reference rotor speed,
reference torque, etc. that is used to drive the power converter close to the MPP. An
example of NN used for estimation of optimal turbine power and speed are given in
Figure 1.20.
The convergence of operating point to the peak point depends on the weights
assigned to the layers, the type of algorithm used by the hidden layer and the train-
ing given to the neural network for a particular system for different input-output
patterns [29, 31]. NN-based control can be quite effective and robust only after it
is sufficiently trained for all kinds of operating conditions. This is quite a tough
requirement and requires a long offline training. This long offline training makes
NN quite unattractive for the real time practical applications [32].
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Adaptive MPPT algorithm
Adaptive MPPT algorithm provides optimal response and can measure the un-
certain system parameters. The flow chart of the adaptive MPPT algorithm is shown
in Figure 1.21. It is based on the vector control algorithm which switches between
multi-operational modes based on the detection of variable wind speed [65]. With
these specially-designed modes, this method is specifically adapted to environmen-
tal changes and presents a significantly enhanced tracking performance. There are
three operating modes for each control period, as classified in [41]. The MPPT
block inputs are measured rotational speed and mechanical power. The output is the
rotor rotational speed reference [65].
This kind of algorithms usually use HCS to seek for a parameter and then use the
adaptive parameter in TSR, OT or PSF MPPT algorithm. Thus the limitation of the
adaptive MPPT algorithm is that in variable wind speed environment, it takes time
to seek for the parameter value and the found value may not be very accurate [66].
Multivariable perturb and observe (MVPO) MPPT algorithm
The aim of this algorithm is to maximise the generated power output of the wind
farm, reducing the requirements of control units and sensors [67,68]. Such a solution
causes the wind power systems economically strong, because the extracted power is
same as compared with power classical wind farms, but the number of components
required is reduced in MVPO algorithm. To maximise the wind farm output power,
an extension of the P&O algorithm is adopted to optimise currents of all generators
present in wind farm [29,67]. Such a multivariable P&O algorithm, named MVPO,
is designed to optimize each generator operating point by using the P&O principle
as shown in Figure 1.22 [29].
In this algorithm the current of the first generator is perturbed meanwhile the
aggregated output power increases, then, when the power is decreased, the current
of the second generator is perturbed in the opposite direction with respect to the last
perturbation performed to that generator. The procedure is iteratively performed to
cover all the generators available in the wind farm [29].
Table 1.2 shows a comparison of the described MPPT algorithms in terms of
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Figure 1.21: Flowchart of adaptive MPPT algorithm [29]
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Figure 1.22: Flowchart of MVPO MPPT algorithm [29]
complexity, convergence speed, wind speed measurement, performance, memory
requirement and prior training. The main aim of the MPPT algorithm is to track
the optimum power point of variable speed wind turbine. Choosing an appropriate
MPPT technique is a tough task and should consider different situations and condi-
tions.
1.3 Motivation and Objectives
As mentioned previously, WPGS has many advantages and has a rapid grow-
ing and development in the past decade. With the increased penetration into the
power grid and the large number of installation and operation of large-scale W-
PGS and wind farms, high reliability and high efficiency have become two main
concerns of the operation and maintenance of WPGSs. Although lots of technolo-
gies advancement and achievement have been devoted to wind power industry, there
are still some challenges in the context of the reliable and efficient operation and
control of WPGSs. Firstly, the transition between wind turbine operation regions
can be problematic. In fact, for some turbines, significant structural damage occurs
due to extreme fatigue loads during this transition. Secondly, MPPT methods have
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TSR Simple Fast No Yes Moderate Not required
OT Simple Fast No No Moderate Required
PSF Simple Fast Yes Yes Moderate Required
HCS Simple Low No No Moderate Not required
Hybrid Medium Fast No No Good Not required
Fuzzy-
based





High Medium Yes Depends Very
good
Required
Adaptive High Medium Yes Depends Very
good
Required
MVPO High Low No No Good Not required
Table 1.2: Comparison of described MPPT algorithms
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some limitation in applications, e.g. HCS algorithm may loose its trackability in
variable wind speed; OT and PSF algorithm need optimal torque or power curve
in advance. Thirdly, power generation efficiency decreases during the wind turbine
lifetime. The wind power industries prefer reliable, simple and advanced control
methods to improve the efficiency of WPGSs, adapt different wind turbine charac-
teristics and extend the wind turbines life cycle. Finally, the design of simple power
electronics converter (e.g. diode rectifier and DC-DC boost converter) and control
methods is still challenging tasks to obtain cost-effectively and high efficiency.
To tackle those challenges, this thesis aims to achieving the following objectives:
• Develop a new algorithm to improve the switching of a WPGS between dif-
ferent operation regions with a reduced mechanical load.
• Investigate new MPPT methods for wind turbines with different characteris-
tics and parameter, to maximise the output power of a WPGS.
• Investigate hardware implementation and verification for implementing the
proposed algorithm and build up prototype experiment platform, for monitor-
ing and control system implementation and verification.
1.4 Contributions and Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 presents a method for smoothly switching of controllers between wind
turbine operating regions. As control systems for wind turbines will operate with
different objectives throughout its complete wind speed regions: from cut-in speed
to cut-out speed. The controllers designed are based on Pseudo Derivative Feedback
(PDF), which provides smoother dynamic and simpler tuning of parameters than
general PI controllers. Simulations of the presented method are performed with a
non-linear wind turbine model at first, followed by preliminary results of hardware-
in-the-loop simulation. The simulation and hardware implementation results present
a smooth performance of region switching between different controllers and verify
the effectiveness of the controller proposed.
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In Chapter 3, an advanced hybrid hill climb search (HCS) algorithm is proposed
via combining the conventional HCS and power signal feedback (PSF) control with
a novel algorithm to detect the wind speed variation. During the period that the
wind speed is detected as constant, the controller optimise the parameter of the
power curve. The proposed method is verified in simulation on a permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG) based wind turbine. Wind speed sensorless control
methods for wind turbine MPPT are beneficial as they do not require knowledge
of wind speed or wind turbine characteristics. Simulation results show that this
algorithm has better performance in tracking the maximum power coefficient than
the conventional HCS algorithms, particularly in variable wind speed.
In Chapter 4, a new detection method is proposed to obtain the wind turbine’s
optimal power-speed curve under natural variable wind speed conditions and then
used for maximum power point tracking (MPPT). The curve of maximum power
versus wind turbine rotational speed is detected, which is then used in the power
signal feedback control of a wind power generation system. The proposed detection
method does not require any previous knowledge of the wind turbine, and the en-
vironment. The curve detection process can be undertaken in natural variable wind
speed environment, without requiring additional wind turbine tests using wind tun-
nels. The proposed method is verified by MATLAB/Simulink simulations and ex-
periment tests of a WPGS with a permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG)
with a VSC.
In industry, diode bridge rectifier with DC-DC boost converter is widely used
on PMSG based wind power generation systems. As it is low cost and easy con-
trol, in Chapter 5, the operation and design of DC-DC boost converter in PMSG
based WPGS is presented. Chapter 5 contains the model of DC-DC boost converter
and the hardware implementation progress. Field test results are given to for the
built hardware. And the hardware is used in prototype experiments in Chapter 6.
The hardware platform implemented can be used for designed methods and control
system verification.
In Chapter 6, a prototype wind power generation system is presented. As there
are two small scale wind turbines installed on the department roof and cable con-
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nected to the laboratory for experiments. It is a used to build a micro-smart network
platform to demonstrate renewable energy generation, monitoring and coordination
system. With this prototype, the further green energy conversion ideas are enabling
to be developed, tested and validated. Further comparison experiments can be done
with the implemented prototype wind power generation system. This chapter de-
scribes the prototype settings, experiment design, field test and experiments results
with the roof turbines.
Chapter 7 concludes the findings of this thesis and suggests future research work
that can be extended based on results.
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Wind Turbine Smooth Region
Switching
Control system for wind turbine will operate with different objectives throughout
its complete wind speed regions: from cut-in speed to cut-out speed. This chapter
presents a method for smoothly switching of controllers between these operating
regions. The controllers designed in this chapter are based on Pseudo Derivative
Feedback (PDF), which provides smoother dynamic and simpler tuning of parame-
ters than general PI controllers. Simulations of the presented method are performed
with a non-linear wind turbine model at first, followed by preliminary results of
hardware-in-the-loop simulation. The simulation and hardware implementation re-
sults present a smooth performance of region switching between different controller-




Torque control and pitch angle control are widely used in the wind power gen-
eration systems. For variable-speed wind turbines, generator torque control is used
to capture the maximum energy from wind when rotational speed is below the rated
value. The pitch angle control for blades is used to limit the generator power when
the power is above the rated power, and to keep the wind turbine within its designed
limits [69, 70]. Because wind turbine control is often achieved by using these two
different controllers, the transition between different operating regions can be prob-
lematic. In fact, for some wind turbines, significant structural damage occurs due to
extreme fatigue loads during these transitions [71, 72]. One technique is to arrange
switchings which can ensure that only one of the control loops is activated at any
one time. However, there always be occasions when the controller is caught briefly
in the wrong mode. Another approach is to run both control loops together. But they
can be made to interfere constructively when close to the rated point [22].
This chapter presents a strategy of smooth region switching between operating
regions. It can minimise sudden changes in control actions and mechanical loads. A
switching logic is given and simulated on a 5th-order nonlinear variable speed wind
turbine model. Besides, practical considerations for implementing the switching
logic will be discussed in this chapter.
2.2 Variable-Speed Wind Turbine Model
The main components of a wind energy conversion system are the rotor, the
transmission system and the generator. The scheme of a two-mass wind turbine
model is given in Figure 2.1 [73]. As an example, for a horizontal-axis wind turbine,
the rotor comprises the blades where the aerodynamic conversion takes place. The
transmission system transmits the mechanical power captured by the rotor to the
electric machine. The gearbox in the transmission system increases the rotor speed
to values more suitable for driving the generator. The electric generator is the device
that converts mechanical power into electric power. In the case of variable-speed
wind power generation systems, electronic converters are used as interface between
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Figure 2.1: The scheme of a 5th-order two-mass state-space wind turbine model
[73]
the AC grid and the stator or rotor windings [19].
In Figure 2.1, Tr is the torque transferred from rotor to the gear, ωr the rotor
speed, Jr inertia of rotor, Ks spring constant of shaft, Ds shaft damping, Tsr genera-
tor torque transferred to rotor, Ng gear ratio, Tsg generator torque transferred to gear
box, ωg the generator speed, Jg inertia generator and Tg is generator load torque.
A model for the entire wind turbine can be structured as several interconnected
subsystem models as shown in Figure 2.2. The aerodynamic subsystem describes
the transformation of the wind speed into forces on the blades that originate the
rotational movement. The drive-train in the mechanical subsystem transfers the
aerodynamic torque on the blades to the generator shaft. It encompasses the rotor,
the transmission and the mechanical parts of the generator. The electrical subsystem
describes the conversion of mechanical power at the generator shaft into electricity.
Besides, for a variable-pitch wind turbine, there is an actuator subsystem that models
the pitch servo behavior [19].
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Figure 2.2: Interconnection of sub-models describing the characteristics of the wind
turbine
2.2.1 Aerodynamics
The aerodynamics considers the rotating parts of the wind turbine, including the
rotors and blades, which converts the kinetic energy of the wind into mechanical














where ρ is the air density; Ar is the area swept by the blades; vw is the wind speed;
Cp is the turbine power coefficient which is determined by the blade pitch angle β
and the tip speed ratio λ. Groups of Cp − λ curves obtained by measurement or
by computation can also be approximated in closed form by non-linear function.
Following [74], a model can be derived in the form:
Cp(λ, β) = 0.22(
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The tip-speed ratio λ is given in Equation 1.1.4. For a certain wind speed, there is
a unique optimal power which exhibits a cubic function of the generator speed [75].
2.2.2 Mechanics
Figure 2.1 shows the schematic of the two-mass wind turbine mechanics model
which separates the mechanics into two parts: the rotor side and the generator side.
Jr and Jg are the inertia on the rotor side and generator side respectively. The
shaft which is modeled as a damped spring connecting the rotor to the transmission
system is subject to immense torques that cause it to twist. The damping constant
Ds and the spring constant Ks can illustrate the dynamic nature of the shaft. The





where Ng is the gear ratio which is determined by the discs in the middle. Tr and Tg
are rotor torque and generator torque respectively. From Newton’s second law for
rotating bodies, the following two equations can be captured:
ω˙rJr = Tr − Tsr (2.2.6)
ω˙gJg = Tsg − Tg (2.2.7)
The torque at the rotor side of the transmission can be described by the twist of
the flexible shaft δ:
Tsr = Dsδ˙ +Ksδ (2.2.8)
where the twist of the flexible shaft is determined by:
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Ωr and Ωg are the shaft angles at the rotor and the generator.
From Equation (2.2.5) to (2.2.10), the mechanical model can be constructed







































It is assumed that the generator in the model is an asynchronous lossless gener-
ator. Hence the generator power Pe can be calculated by:
Pe = Tgωg (2.2.13)
The generator torque Tg can be controlled and the dynamic response of the gen-















(Tg ref − Tg)] (2.2.15)
2.2.4 Pitch actuator
The pitch angle of the blades is adjusted by a mechanical actuator. Its physical
meaning is that there is a time delay when the controller changes the pitch angle
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with a time constant τβ. The following first order linear model is a simplified model








2.2.5 5th-order wind turbine state-space model
From Equation (2.2.1) to Equation (2.2.16), a combined 5th-order two-mass
state-space model of the wind turbine is System (2.2.17).














































x = [ωr ωg δ β Tg]
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The wind turbine dynamic model is given in Equation (2.2.17). x and u in
Equation (2.2.17) represent the states vector and the control inputs respectively. The
five states of x are: the rotor speed ωr, the generator speed ωg, the twist angle δ, the
pitch angle β, and the generator torque Tg. The two control inputs of u are pitch
angle reference βr, and generator torque reference Tg ref .
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2.2.6 Control objectives
Operating regions
To control a wind turbine in a varying wind speed, the wind turbine operation
range can be divided into three regions shown in Figure 2.3 [76, 77].
The solid curve in Figure 2.3(a) illustrates the desired power (Pe) versus wind
speed (vw) relationship for a specified power coefficient, Cp. Once the wind speed is
sufficient to rotate the rotor and to generate the electrical power output, the turbine
is operating in Region 1. When the wind turbine reaches the rated rotational speed,
it enters Region 2, which is a transition region. Comparing between Figure 2.3(a)
and Figure 2.3(b), it shows that the turbines rotational speed is at its rated value in
Region 2, but it is operating below its rated power. The objective of Region 2 is
to have a smooth transition between the controllers used in Region 1 and Region
3. When the wind turbine is operating at both the rated rotational speed and rated
power, it is in Region 3. Once the wind speed achieves the cutoff speed, the turbine
will be stopped to protect the generator from over current and other components in
the wind power generation system.
Control methods in different regions
1) Region 1:Maximum Power Point Tracking Control
When the wind speed is sufficient to make the wind turbine rotating but not
enough to reach the rated rotational speed, the control objective in this region is to
maximise the energy captured from the wind. So the controller in this region is to
make the turbine operating at the peak point of its efficiency coefficient Cp curve.
The blade pitch angle is a fixed value in this region. One method for tracking the
maximum Cp is to vary the rotor rotational speed and keep the tip-speed-ratio at the
optimum value. The tip-speed-ratio λ is defined as Equation (1.1.4).
If the optimum tip speed ratio, λopt, is to be maintained, the rotor speed reference
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: Illustrative curves in three regions. (a) Steady-state power curves. (b)
Rotor angular speed curve.
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Figure 2.4: Torque control in low wind speed region
Figure 2.5: Torque control in middle wind speed region
The control scheme in Region 1 is shown in Figure 2.4. The reference rotor
speed is tracked by control the generator torque.
2) Region 2: Rated Rotational Speed Torque Control
In Region 2, the control objective is to keep the rotational speed constant at its
rated value for a smooth transition to Region 3 when the rated power is reached.
This is usually achieved by varying the generator torque. The control loop can be
similar to that in Region 1, as shown in Figure 2.5.
3) Region 3: Rated Generated Power Pitch Control
When wind speed is sufficiently high that the wind turbine reaches its rated
power output then it is in Region 3. The control objective in this region is to keep
the rotor rotational speed constant and produce a constant power output. In this
region, the generator torque is constant at its rated value Tg rat. Blade pitch angle
control is used to limit the rotational speed and the generated power to keep the
power output constant at its rated value. The control scheme is in Figure 2.6.
In Region 3 the torque controller can be regarded as inactive because the gener-
ator torque reference, Tg ref , is held at its rated value.
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Figure 2.6: Pitch control in high wind speed region
2.3 Switching Design
2.3.1 Switching between different regions
To smoothly switch the controller between the three regions while minimising
any sudden control actions and loads on the system, a set of trigger criteria are
initiated.
(1) Region 1 to Region 2: ωr ref ≥ ωr rat
In Region 1 the rotor speed is below its rated value. When wind speed increases,
rotor speed will increase to capture the maximum energy from the wind. When rotor
speed, ωr, reaches ωr rat, it will switch from Region 1 to Region 2. However, this
may cause a significant jump in generator torque as the controller attempts to bring
the rotor speed back down after it passes ωr rat. A smoother transition is to switch
the present control loop based on the value of ωr ref instead of ωr. Since there is a
lag between ωr ref and ωr, there is a degree of prediction built into the switching. In
this way, any overshoot of the rated rotor speed and subsequent aggressive control
actions should be minimised. When the rotor speed reference, ωr ref , reaches the
rated value, ωr rat, it is simply held at that value and the region switches from Region
1 to Region 2.
(2) Region 2 to Region 3: Tg ≥ Tg rat
The relationship between generator power Pe and generator torque Tg is in E-
quation (2.2.13). When consider about the losses in the generator, it becomes:
Pe = ωg × Tg × η (2.3.1)
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Figure 2.7: Flowchart of the regions switching logic
where η is the generator efficiency.
In Region 2, the rotational speed ωr is controlled to track its rated value ωr rat.
When wind speed rises, to restrict increasing of rotational speed, generator torque
will increase and lead to the increasing in generator power. When the generator
power reaches its rated value, the generator torque will be controlled to keep in its
rated value Tg rat. Thus, when Tg ≥ Tg rat, Tg ref is controlled in constant Tg rat.
The region switches from Region 2 to Region 3.
(3) Region 3 to Region 2: βref = 0
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Essentially, when the region switches from Region 2 to Region 3, the torque
controller has reached the limit of its ability to keep the rotor speed at the rated value
and the pitch controller then takes over. The transition from Region 3 to Region 2
is the opposite of this, i.e. the pitch controller is no longer required in order to keep
the rotor speed at the rated value and the torque controller can take over. This can be
summarized as switching from Region 3 to 2 when the pitch angle, β, equals zero.
However, due to mechanical and electrical limitations the measured pitch angle may
never reach absolute zero, therefore, it is better practice to switch regions when the
pitch angle reference, βref , reaches zero.
(4) Region 2 to Region 1: ωr ref < ωr rat − dead band
A dead band must be considered for the switching from Region 2 to Region 1
in order to prevent rapid cycling between these two regions. Rapid changes in wind
speed could cause the rotor speed reference rapidly go above and below the rated
value, causing rapid cycling between the regions. Introducing a dead band to act as
a buffer will decrease the switching frequency in this situation. The value of this
dead band is a trade-off between switching frequency and power extraction.
The flowchart shown in Figure 2.7 illustrates the region switching logic, as de-
scribed above. In this flowchart, Rk−1 is the region in the last sample, Rk is the
region in the current sample, βref is the pitch angle reference, ωr opt is the rotation-
al speed required to achieve optimum tip speed ratio, ωr ref is the rotational speed
reference.
2.3.2 Control algorithm
The control algorithm used in this chapter is PDF (Pseudo Derivative Feedback)
control method. The PDF controller appears similar to that of PI (Proportional In-
tegral) but a subtle change in the controller structure means that PDF performs in
a manner more similar to PID (Proportional Integral Derivative). This is advanta-
geous as improved damping and a smoother controller performance can be achieved
without noisy derivation and only two parameters to tune. Although not as popular
as PID, the PDF controller has been proposed and used in some applications and has
demonstrated a good regulation performance. According to [78], the PDF controller
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Figure 2.8: PDF controller configurations [78]
can be expressed in the time domain form as:
u(t) = z(t)Ki −Kpy(t) (2.3.2)
z˙(t) = r(t)− y(t) (2.3.3)




e(s)−Kpy(s) + d (2.3.4)
e(s) = r(s)− y(s) (2.3.5)
where u is the control signal (either the demanded torque or pitch angle), y is the
feedback (rotor speed), e is the error, r is the set-point (rotor speed reference), d
is the system disturbance (typically the wind), Ki and Kp are controller gains and
G(s) is the system to be controlled (in this case the wind turbine). Figure 2.8 shows
the s-domain block diagram of the controller [78].
From the block diagram, the PI and PDF controller can be expressed in the form:








Assume G(s) = b
(s+a)
, thus the transfer functions of the PI and PDF controllers
become:
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Figure 2.9: Step response comparison of PI and PDF
PI : TF =
b(Kps+Ki)
s2 + (a + bKp)s+ bKi
(2.3.8)
PDF : TF =
bKi
s2 + (a+ bKp)s+ bKi
(2.3.9)
Following the block diagram set up the controllers in Simulink with a step source
as input. The performance of PI and PDF step response is presented in Figure 2.9.
It shows the PI controller has faster response but has higher overshoot while PDF
avoids overshooting but slower dynamic response. For the purpose of the smooth
switching between different operation regions with variation of wind speed, the PDF
can be more qualified to this target.
2.4 Simulation Results
The described full wind speed range control system was simulated with a 5th-
order nonlinear variable speed wind turbine model [79, 80] in Simulink. The pa-
rameters used in the model are taken from a Vestas v29 225 kW wind turbine. The
rotor Radius Rb is 29 m; rated rotor speed ωr rat is 4.3 rad/s; rated generator torque
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Figure 2.10: A slope changing wind speed between the cut-in and cut-out wind
speed of the wind turbine.
Tg rat is 2130 N·m; rated generator power Pe rat is 225 kW (generator efficiency η
was regard as 100% in the simulation).
The simulation test uses a slope changing wind speed between the cut-in and
cut-out wind speed (Figure 2.10) as the input to the WPGS. The simulation results
are shown in Figure 2.11 and 2.12. Figure 2.12(c) shows the Regions. At t = 52
s, it switches from Region 1 to Region 2. In Figure 2.11(a), it can be found that
at this time rotational speed changes smoothly from increasing to a constant value
which is the wind turbine’s rated rotational speed. As the wind speed increasing,
at t = 58 s, the region switches from Region 2 to Region 3. The generator torque
shown in Figure 2.12(a) changes smoothly to a constant value. And the pitch angle
beta shown in Figure 2.11(b) starts increasing. After this switching, the generated
power Pe shown in Figure 2.12(b) is controlled to at its rated value. After the wind
speed decreases, at t = 145 s, region switches from Region 3 to Region 2; and at
t = 157, region switches from 2 to 1. The progress reverses. From the generator
torque results shown in Figure 2.12(a), it can be seen that there is no sudden change
during every switching. This indicates the proposed method can smoothly switch
the WPGS between different control objectives over a large wind speed range.
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Figure 2.11: Wind speed, rotational speed and pitch angle in the simulation of the
wind turbine switching in the whole operating wind speed range. (a) Rotor rotational
speed and reference rotational speed.(b) Pitch angle and reference pitch angle.
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Figure 2.12: Generator torque, power and regions in the simulation of the wind
turbine switching in the whole operating wind speed range. (a) Generator torque.(b)
Generated power.(c) Region.
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2.5 Hardware Implementation
2.5.1 Experiments with Speedflo
The wind turbine controllers with the designed region switching logic were cod-
ed onto an industrial controller named Speedflo. Speedflo is a multi-channel feed-
back controller product. It was used for high speed adjustment of a reactive gas dur-
ing magnetron sputter processes. Its advanced digital control system automatically
regulates gas flow to meet reactive sputtering requirements. Speedflo’s advanced
variable structure control algorithm offers significant performance improvements
over conventional PID control techniques during magnetron sputter processes, both
in terms of speed and robustness.
Speedflo has both hardware and software evolved based on demands of real
processes and it comes with a range of current and voltage transducers, inputs and
outputs, and communication options to meet the demands. Besides, simultaneous
control of multiple inputs can be achieved with Speedflo. Further more, several
sensor and monitoring options give a complete picture of the process when using
Speedflo. These make Speedflo a robust and reliable controller and suitable for
being developed into wind power generation system control [81].
2.5.2 Hardware-in-the-loop test results
Hardware-in-the-loop is carried out when the controller, intended for use in the
real system, is implemented in hardware controller via microprocessor based system
and interacts in real-time with other parts of WPGS in the simulation, replacing the
controller simulation block in the original simulation. This is illustrated in Figure
2.13.
For this study the torque and pitch controllers, along with the region switching
logic, were coded onto the Speedflo industrial controller. A dSPACE controller
board was used to interface the Speedflo voltage inputs and outputs with Simulink
wind turbine simulation. The simulation was then run in real time with an step of
0.001 seconds and a turbulent wind profile. The experimental setup is shown in
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Figure 2.13: The schematic diagram of hardware-in-the-loop test
Figure 2.14: Experimental setup of hardware-in-the-loop test
Figure 2.14.
And the test results are shown in Figure 2.15. Figure 2.15(a) shows the wind
speed profile which is generated using Turbsim [82].
As the wind speed changes, the rotor speed is shown on Figure 2.15(b) blue line.
The initial rotor speed is 4 rad/s in this simulation. The green line in Figure 2.15(b)
is the rotor speed reference which is calculated by the optimal tip speed ratio and
wind speed. From the figure, the rotor speed ωr is tracking ωr ref in Region 1 while
tracking ωr rat in Region 2 and Region 3. Figure 2.15(c) is the pitch angle which
is controlled only in Region3. As shown in Figure 2.15(d), for high wind speeds,
the generator torque is set to be constant. The electrical power output is shown in
Figure 2.15(e) and it roughly matches the rated power in Region 3. Figure 2.15(f)
shows the Region.
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Figure 2.15: Hardware-in-the-loop test results of the wind turbine operating in tur-
bulent wind peed between cut-in and cut-out wind speed of the wind turbine
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As shown in Figure 2.15, the wind turbine controller operation is generally good
over a large wind speed range. There are, however, some small overshoots in rotor
speed. This is due to rapid changes in wind speed at the switching boundary, where
because of the system inertia, the pitch controller cannot respond rapidly enough to
keep the rotor speed at its rated value. Overall, the employed switching logic works




This chapter has presented a method for controlling a variable speed wind tur-
bine over its complete operating wind speed regions. The control method attempts
to minimize structure and mechanical loading whilst maximizing energy conver-
sion from the wind. This involved designing a switching logic to enable smooth
switching between different control objectives of torque controllers and pitch con-
trollers. All these controllers used PDF control algorithm for smoothing perfor-
mance and simplifying parameter tuning process. The simulation of a wind turbine
with a hardware-in-the-loop industrial controller, that uses the presented switching
logic, demonstrates good results; the switching is smooth between different control
objectives over a large wind speed range.
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Chapter 3
An Improved Hybrid Hill Climb
Searching Algorithm for MPPT of
Wind Power Generation Systems
Hill climb searching (HCS) or called perturbation and observation (P&O) con-
trol methods are beneficial for wind turbine maximum power point tracking as they
do not require measurement of wind speed and in fact, it is difficult to measure
wind speed in a real wind farm due to the fast changing and turbulent feature of the
wind. In this chapter, an improved hybrid HCS algorithm is proposed based on the
conventional HCS and power signal feedback (PSF) algorithm, with an additional
algorithm to detect the wind speed variation. During the period that the wind speed
is detected constant, the controller optimizes the parameter of the power curve. The
proposed method is verified in simulation on a permanent magnet synchronous gen-
erator (PMSG) based wind turbine. Simulation results show that this algorithm has
better performance in tracking the maximum power coefficient than the convention-
al algorithms, particularly during variable wind speeds. At the same wind speed, the




Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control is designed for wind turbines
operated below the rate rotor speed [83, 84]. In the review of MPPT algorithm-
s, there are several methods in wind turbine generation systems, such as optimal
torque control algorithm, perturbation and observation algorithm and power signal
feedback algorithm.
The optimal torque control (OTC) has been found to be the most popular MPPT
method for wind energy systems due to its simplicity [30]. According to [32], there
is no difference between the power signal feedback (PSF) control and the OTC in
terms of performance and the complexity of implementation. These two methods are
both lookup table based. They require a cubic mapping function to provide reference
signal for optimal turbine power (torque) at the operating generator speed and wind
speed. Reference [85] gives a method to estimate the power characteristic with a
Kalman-like estimator and the adjustment of the power curve polynomial with a
Recursive Least-Square Algorithm. In reference [86], there is a method based on a
dual Kalman filter to estimate wind turbine states and parameters. References [87]
and [88] are about estimation of turbines power coefficient (Cp) curve.
In these methods, the perturbation and observation (P&O) method, or the so-
called hill climb searching (HCS) method, is flexible and simple in implementation
due to not requiring wind speed sensors and prior knowledge of the wind turbine’s
characteristics [30]. However, conventional HCS algorithms have problems with
a speed vs. efficiency trade-off and wrong directionality under rapid wind change
[41]. Being unable to sense wind speed, the HCS algorithm can be misleading as
the sign at the next iteration might be dictated by the change in wind speed rather
than the applied rotor speed perturbation. This wrong decision leads to the failure
in keeping track of MPP and the HCS control moves downhill [32]. By combining
HCS and PSF, performance can be improved and some of the obstacles found in the
current methods can be overcome [30]. There are several researches on modified or
hybrid HCS algorithm, such as references [32,41], and [65].A method of combined
the advantages of the PSF method and HCS method is proposed with optimal current
given MPPT control in [89].According to [90], Hybrid HCS algorithm shows its
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advantages in terms of efficiency and response speed.
This chapter presents a method to combine HCS and PSF methods and proposes
a simple method to estimate the power curve parameter during the HCS progress.
In this chapter, section 2 describes the wind turbine power capture system and the
conventional HCS algorithm. Section 3 describes the methodology of the hybrid
control method. Algorithms for judging the wind speed variation and optimizing
the power curve parameter are presented. Results from simulations of the hybrid
control algorithm with a wind turbine generation system model are given in section
4. Finally, this chapter concludes in Section 5.
3.2 Introduction of Conventional Hill-Climb-Search
Algorithm
In a wind energy conversion system (WECS), MPPT optimizes the generator
speed relative to the wind speed intercepted by the wind turbine such that the power
output is maximized [32]. The wind turbine model is the same as Section 2.2. As
shown in Figure 3.1, the power output for a certain wind speed is maximum at
a certain value of generator speed. Combining Equation (2.2.2) and (1.1.4), the











where Popt is the optimal power output of the generator; Cp max is the power coef-
ficient maximum value; λopt is the tip-speed ratio when power output is maximum;
kopt is a unique constant of one type of wind turbine which depends on the aerody-
namics of the wind turbine.
A simple discrete time HCS control is to perturb the control variable (generator
speed or control of duty cycle) and observe the results (power output) in terms of
increase or decrease. If it results in a power increase, the same perturbation will
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Figure 3.1: Characteristics of turbine power as a function of the rotor speed for a
series of wind speeds
be applied for the next step. Otherwise the perturbation with a reversed sign will be
applied to increase the power output. The perturbing control variable will be applied
in the same direction until the output power is decreased. Principle of the HCS is
shown in Figure 3.2.
HCS algorithms with fixed step-size exhibit a tracking speed versus control effi-
ciency trade-off [41]. Variable step-size based HCS algorithms are designed to give
a larger step-size when the operating point is far away from the MPP and will takes
to a smaller step-size when it approaches very near the MPP. It can be achieved
by setting the variable step-size proportional to the slope of the power-speed curve





where β is a positive coefficient in order to have appropriate step size and achieve
steady tracking. Through Equation (3.2.3) it can be known the magnitude of∆P/∆ω
is much large when the turbine is far from optimum point which means it could track
the wind rapidly, and the value is near 0 when achieve steady state. Thus, the HCS
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Figure 3.2: Principle of conventional HCS method
step size is variable and updated according to the operating point position. If the
system is working on a certain point that is far from the peak, the step size should
be increased to speed up the tracking process. Conversely, the action is reversed
to decrease the step-size when the operating point nears the MPP. The coefficient β
obtained by experiment can accelerates the speed to reach the maximum, and lowers
the time needed for tracking. A large value of coefficient β can enlarge the step size.
A small value of β will take less perturbation and not miss the MPP. An appropriate
value of β can be obtained by experiment.
3.3 Proposed Hybrid Hill-Climb-Search
The conversional HCS only works well under a constant or slowly changing
wind condition [41]. As it will lose the tractability of the MPP under a rapidly
changing wind speed conditions as the ∆P
∆ω
used in Equation (3.2.3) will not give a
correct measurement of the distance from the current point to the MPP. The proposed
control method in this chapter is formulated by identifying conditions when the wind
speed is rapidly changing. If it is detected the wind speed changing rapidly then the
wind turbine will track its optimal power curve. When the wind is deemed constant,
the control strategy changes to optimise the value of kopt.
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Figure 3.3: Logic flowchart of wind speed variation when the previous step is HCS
method
3.3.1 Wind speed variation detection algorithm
This chapter proposes a new wind speed variation detection algorithm for the
PSF method. For different operation modes, the wind speed variation is judged via
different logic, Logic 0 for mode 0 and Logic 1 for mode 1, respectively. For Logic
1, at previous step, the optimal speed reference ωref is calculated based on PSF.
If the incremental of power output in response to the perturbation in rotor speed
is smaller than a predefined threshold Pthreshold, then wind speed is not changed
(vc(n) = 0), otherwise it is changed (vc(n) = 1). The flow chart Logic 1 is shown
in in Figure 3.3.
If at the previous step, the optimal speed reference is obtained by the HCS , the
way to judging wind speed variation is dependent on the relative distance between
the operating point position at (n − 1)th step and the peak. This logic is defined as
Logic 0. Two regions are defined based on the relative distance, as shown in Figure
3.4.
Region 1© is the region at the left side of curve k1 and the right side of the curve
k2, in which the points are far away from the peak point. Within this region, if
the wind speed does not change, wind turbine will operate at the same power-rotor
speed curve and the value of |∆P(n)/∆ω(n)| will decrease. If this value increases,
then there is a wind speed change. Region 2© is the region between two curves k1
and k2, in which the operation point is close to the MPP. If wind remains constant,
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Figure 3.4: Division of the operation region
then the following-on operation point should be close to the MPP. The flow chart of
Logic 1 is shown in Figure 3.5.
3.3.2 Hybrid hill-climb-search design
The proposed hybrid HCS control method is based on the detection of the wind
speed variation. If wind speed is not changed, conventional variable step-size HCS
method will be applied to obtain the reference speed at the next step to seek for the
MPP. If wind speed has changed, the optimal rotor speed reference will be calculated






where kopt(n) is the last step value. This method is a kind of power signal feedback
control (PSF).
The flowchart of operation modes is shown in Figure 3.6. Two operation modes
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Figure 3.5: Logic flowchart of wind speed variation when the previous step is PSF
method
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Figure 3.6: Logic flowchart of the proposed developed HCS method
are defined based on the previous step’s method, mode(n)= 0 when the previous
step uses HCS and mode(n)=1 when the previous uses the PSF. Two different speed
variation logics are proposed for mode 0 and mode 1 and will be described in Sec-
tion 3.2.
For mode 0, when wind speed is detected as unchanged, i.e. vc(n)=0, the opti-
mal speed reference value will be calculated based on HCS via Equation (3.2.3).
If
∥∥∆P(n)/∆ω(n)| ≤ Athreshold, in which Athreshold is a small slope threshold,
the wind turbine reaches the MPP and the system has reached the optimal power
point. Then the optimal rotation speed reference keeps unchanged and the rotor
speed reaches its optimal value. Moreover, the maximum generator output power
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obtained is used to calculate a real-time optimised kopt(n) which does not require the
wind turbine characteristics and remove the impact of parameter uncertainties.
Formode 0, when wind speed changes has been detected, i.e. vc(n)=1, the speed
reference value is calculated by PSF via Equation (3.3.1) and the current optimised
kopt(n). For mode 1, if the wind speed is changed, i.e. vc(n)=1,the optimal speed
reference is calculated as the same as mode 0, based on the PSF. For mode 1, when
wind speed is judged as un-changed, i.e. vc(n)=0, the control method will switch
back to HCS method. As the previous step the wind speed is changed, the wind
turbine operates at a different power/generator speed curve for the new wind speed
and has a different slope of the power/generator speed. Thus a relative bigger step






The wind power generation system was simulated in MATLAB/Simulink. Fig-
ure 3.7 shows the advanced hybrid HCS control method under the step and slope
change wind speed.
In reality, the changes in wind speed in a short time, can be regard as a step
change or a slope change. Thus, in the HCS step period, the wind speed variation
degree can be quantified as ∆Vw/∆t which is the variation gradient. To test the
wind speed variation algorithm, wind speed changes in step and slope are used in
the simulation test as shown in Figure 3.7(a).
In Figure 3.7(a), there is a step increase in wind speed at t = 10s and a step
decrease in wind speed at t = 20s. Figure 3.7(c) shows the controller mode, which
in 1 means the wind speed changed and PSF control is used and 2 means the wind
speed is not changed and the HCS control is used. It can be seen that, when the wind
speed suddenly increase or decrease, the proposed algorithm can successfully detect
the changing in wind speed and give an appropriate rotational speed reference to the
controller (Figure 3.7(b)).
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Figure 3.7: Wind speed, rotational speed and operation mode in the simulation of
the proposed hybrid HCS control. (a) Wind speed. (b) Rotational speed controlled
by the conventional HCS method. (c) Operation mode of the controller.
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Figure 3.8: Generator power and power coefficient in the simulation of the proposed
hybrid HCS control. (a) Generator power. (b) Power coefficient.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic block diagram of the experimental setup and controller
From t = 25s to t = 30s and from t = 40s to t = 50s, the wind speed changes
in a ramp as shown in Figure 3.7(a). In this situation, the judgement of the wind
variation determined by the variation gradient and can be adjusted by changing the
parameter m in Section 3.3. When it is judged the wind speed changed, then the
controller will set to mode 1. Appropriate rotational speed reference will be given
as shown in Figure 3.7(b). This makes the generator output maximum power (Figure
3.8(a)) and make the power coefficient Cp remains high (Figure 3.8(b)).
3.5 Hardware-In-The-Loop Test
The schematics of the WPGS controller and the experimental test rig is illustrat-
ed in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 respectively. The experiment is implemented in the
dSPACE 1104 environment. A DC motor is controlled as a wind turbine to produce
a mechanical torque corresponding to the turbine model under variable wind condi-
tions. A PMSG is driven by the DC motor to provide output electrical power. An
IGBT based power electronics board is used as the PMSG side converter to control
the WPGS with the PWM signals from the dSPACE control board.
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Figure 3.10: Experiment platform of the hard-ware-in-the-loop test
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Figure 3.11: Variable wind speed used in hard-ware-in-the-loop test
3.5.1 Results and discussion
Under the variable wind speed as shown in Figure 3.11, the rotational speed
controlled by the conventional HCS and the proposed advanced hybrid HCS are
given in Figure 3.12(a) and 3.12(b). The two results are got with the same WPGS
and in the same wind speed, only changed MPPT method. Comparing the two
rotational speed results, it can be found that, the proposed HCS method can always
tracking up the MPPs even during variable wind speed as it can detect the variation
in wind speed. The rotor power curves of the wind turbine controlled by the two
control methods are given in Figure 3.13(a). It can be concluded that the generated
power by using the hybrid HCS can generate more power than the conventional HCS
method. And by comparing the total energy captured from wind between using the
two methods, it is found that the proposed method increase 4% generated energy
than the conventional method. The power coefficient comparison in Figure 3.13(b)
illustrates the better performance of the proposed method as well.
Therefore, these results confirm that the proposed method has better perfor-
mance in tracking the maximum power coefficient as compared with the conven-
tional HCS method.
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Figure 3.12: The comparison of wind turbine rotational speed controlled by the
conventional HCS method and the developed HCS method in hardware-in-the-loop
test. (a) Generator speed controlled by conventional HCS method. (b) Generator
speed controlled by advanced HCS method.
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Figure 3.13: The comparison of output power and power coefficient in hard-ware-





This chapter proposed a new hybrid HCS algorithm for wind speed sensorless
maximum power point tracking of wind turbine generation systems under varying
wind speeds. The proposed algorithm introduces a new detection method of wind
speed variation and combine it with the conventional HCS algorithm. It can ob-
tain a real-time optimal power curve coefficient based on the optimal power under
constant wind condition. The simulation compares the proposed hybrid HCS algo-
rithm and the conventional HCS algorithm method on a PMSG based wind turbine.
Under rapidly changing wind speeds, the proposed hybrid HCS algorithm performs
much better in tracking the maximum power coefficient without the requirement of
directly sensing wind speed and knowing wind turbine characteristics.
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Chapter 4
Wind Turbine Optimal Power-Speed
Curve Detection under Natural
Variable Wind Speed
A new detection method is proposed to obtain the wind turbine’s optimal power-
speed curve under natural variable wind speed conditions and then used for max-
imum power point tracking (MPPT). The curve of power versus wind turbine ro-
tational speed is detected, which is then used in the power signal feedback control
of a wind power generation system. The proposed detection method does not re-
quire any previous knowledge of the wind turbine, and the curve detection process
is undertaken in natural variable wind speed environment, without requiring addi-
tional wind turbine tests using wind tunnels. The proposed method is verified by
MATLAB/Simulink simulations and experiment tests of a WPGS with a permanent




There has been an increasing number of wind turbine installations in recent years
and currently wind power has become one of the main renewable power sources. By
the end of 2015, the total wind power generation capacity installed worldwide has
reached 435 GW. As the increase of the share of wind power generation, wind power
generation systems (WPGSs) are desirable to operate with high efficiency [91]. For
this purpose, in moderate wind speed region, a WPGS is normally controlled to
achieve MPPT, which enables the WPGS to extract the maximum power from the
wind source [30].
MPPT algorithms have been widely used in the control system of a WPGS.
There are many different methods for WPGS to achieve MPPT [30, 39, 59, 92, 93].
Among these methods, the perturbation and observation (P&O) based strategy is
one of the most popular strategies as it does not require known wind turbine char-
acteristics and wind speed [30]. However, it has the drawback that it may fail to
track the optimal power points, or even lose its trackability in variable wind speed
environment. Besides P&O, the WECS can also be controlled by the power sig-
nal feedback (PSF) strategy to achieve MPPT [30, 39, 49]. The MPPT efficiency of
PSF depends on the accuracy of the pre-obtained optimal power-speed curve [39].
However, different turbines’ optimal power-speed curves are different. Even for the
same wind turbine, the optimal power-speed curve may change during the change of
the environment or the operation of wind turbine, because of the aging and structure
deformation at their lifelong operation period and the external factors, such as dirt
and ice on the turbine blades [39, 94]. Thus, the optimal power-speed curve should
ideally be independent of local conditions of the installation site and adjusted during
its lifetime to ensure the MPPT efficiency.
Several methods have been proposed for improving the accuracy of the optimal
power-speed curve or the energy conversion coefficient Cp, such as wind tunnel test
method [48, 95–98], P&O method [48, 49, 99] and artificial intelligence method-
s [59, 92, 93]. Although the wind tunnel test method can obtain accurate optimal
power-speed curve [48,95–98], it cannot take into account the aging of the structure
and the external disturbances during the operation. P&O method can estimate the
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optimal power-speed curve via continuously searching for the peak output power of
a wind turbine without requiring any prior knowledge of the wind turbine’s charac-
teristics [48, 49, 99]. The P&O is suitable for small-scale WT as it may fail to reach
the maximum power points under rapid wind variations, especially for medium and
large inertia wind turbines. Small-scale wind turbines have less response time to
react the perturbation in rotor speed than medium and large inertia wind turbines.
Besides, the perturbation given by P&O methods may bring disturbances into the
system. As the difficulties to obtain the optimal power-speed curve lie in the uncer-
tainties of wind turbines’ power coefficient Cp, the optimal power-speed curve can
be estimated from the physical modeling of the wind turbine’s Cp curve [100–102].
Artificial intelligence based methods, such as neural network, are proposed to es-
timate the optimal power-speed curve or power coefficient Cp curve, based on the
learning of input/output measurements of the wind turbine [59,92,93]. Those meth-
ods mentioned above require either additional experimental tests or may interrupt
the operation of the wind turbines.
A method which is capable of obtaining the optimal power-speed curve with-
out aerodynamic tests and prior knowledge of the wind turbine is proposed in this
chapter. This method can be applied in control of an universal wind turbine as it can
be used with different types of wind turbine generators. A PMSG-based WPGS is
discussed in this chapter as an example to test the proposed method. In the condition
that the wind turbine’s optimal power-speed curve is unknown or the given optimal
power-speed curve is not accurate as the changing in environment, the proposed
method can be applied on the wind turbines’ controller to detect the on-site optimal
power-speed curve and used to capture maximum power from the wind in MPPT.
The accurate optimal power-speed curve is obtained by operating the wind tur-
bine at specified rotational speed and recording the wind turbine’s output power
under variable wind speed and recording. This procedure will repeat for different
pre-set rotational speed to obtain the whole relationship of power and speed. The
rotational speed, wind turbine power and wind speed are all measured and recorded.
By analyzing all the recorded operating data, the optimal power-speed curve are ob-
tained. Then the detected optimal power-speed curve can be used in the PSF control
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of the wind turbine to achieve MPPT or calibrating inaccurate optimal power-speed
curve in PSF control to improve MPPT performance. Simulation studies are carried
out to verify the proposed method at first, followed by experimental tests based on
a WPGS test rig consisting of a PMSG and a DC motor which is coupled with the
PMSG to imitate the wind turbine profile.
In the sections that follow, the WPGS model and PMSG vector control are pre-
sented in Section 4.2. Then, Section 4.3 presents the proposed optimal power-speed
curve detection method. The simulation studies are conducted in Section 4.4 to
examine the proposed method in different cases. Experimental implementation to
verify the proposed method is presented in Section 4.5. Finally, conclusions are
given in Section 4.6.
4.2 PMSG Based WPGS
A WPGS consists of a wind turbine, a generator, a drive train, a generator side
converter and a grid side converter [93, 103]. The generator side converter is used
to control wind turbine’s rotational speed in order to extend the active power or
keep in the rated value. The grid side converter maintains a constant DC-link ca-
pacitor voltage and transfers active power [104]. In a WPGS, MPPT is achieved by
controlling the generator side converter to adjust the wind turbine rotational speed
corresponding to the wind speed so as to maximize the power captured from the
wind [32].
The power-speed curves of a WPGS at different wind speed are in Figure 4.1.
It shows that, for each wind speed, there is a specific point in the output power P
versus rotational speed ω characteristic where the output power is maximized [29].
The MPPT control of the wind turbine results in a variable speed operation, such
that maximum power is extracted continuously from the wind. Therefore, MPPT
can be achieved by controlling the wind turbine to follow its optimal power-speed
curve as shown in Figure 4.1 [38].
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Figure 4.1: Power-speed curves of a WPGS
4.2.1 Permanent magnet synchronous generator model





























The electromagnetic torque equation is given by:
Te = 1.5P [ψf iq + (Ld − Lq)idiq] (4.2.3)
where Lq and Ld are q and d axis inductance, R is the resistance of the stator
windings, vq, vd and iq , id are the q and d axis voltages and currents, ωr is the
rotational speed of the rotor, and ψf is the magnitude flux of the permanent magnet.
The electrical rotating speed of the generator ωe is:
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ωe = pωr (4.2.4)






(Te − Bωr − Tm) (4.2.5)
d
dt
θ = ωr (4.2.6)
where J is the combined inertia of rotor and load, B is the friction coefficient, θ
is the rotor angular position, and Tm is the mechanical torque.
4.2.2 PMSG vector control
The generator side converter in a WPGS is used to regulate the output power
of the generator. Vector control (VC) is normally used. As the generator is excited
by permanent magnets, there is no exchange of reactive power between the gener-
ator and the machine side power converter [105]. The q-axis loop in vector control
is used for wind turbine speed or torque control [106]. Considering the surface-
mounted PMSG, the inductance of d and q axis are equal, that is, Ld = Lq, then it
can be obtained [107]:
vd = (kidP +
kidI
s
)(i∗d − id)− ωeLiq (4.2.7)
vq = (kiqP +
kiqI
s
)(i∗q − iq)− ωeLiq + ωeψf (4.2.8)
where kidP and kidI are the parameters in PI controller for controlling id, kiqP
and kiqI are the parameters in PI controller for controlling iq. The current controllers
PI iq and PI id are used to regulate q-axis and d-axis stator current to follow the
command, whereas a speed controller PI ω is speed in order to follow the reference
value ωref and produces corresponding q-axis current i∗q [107]. The equation of the
speed controller PI ω can be summarized as:
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i∗q = (kωP +
kωI
s
)(ω − ωref) (4.2.9)
where kωP and kωI are the parameters in the PI controller for controlling ro-
tational speed ω. Therefore, the WPGS is able to achieve MPPT through vector
control with a provided rotational speed reference ωref . And the MPPT efficiency
would be better if the ωref is according to a more accurate optimal power-speed
curve.
4.3 Proposed Optimal Power-Speed Curve Detection
Algorithm
The proposed method requires pre-set rotational speed reference. Assume the
wind speed is variable, and the pre-set parameters value are appropriate for the wind
turbine generation system. The optimal power-speed curve detection method can be
obtained through the following five steps:
(i) Give the rotational speed reference ωref a specified constant value to control
the wind turbine operating at a constant rotational speed.
(ii) Measure the wind speed and the output power. When the wind speed is at the
pre-set values, record the operating data (wind speed, rotational speed and power).
(iii) When enough operating data is recorded for the current rotational speed
reference, change to a new rotational speed reference value and repeat the first two
steps.
(iv) When all the pre-set rotational speed reference values have been used and all
the operating data has been recorded, stop recording the operating data. Compare
the values of all recorded power under each wind speed and detect the maximum
power points.
(v) Calculate the parameter kopt in (iii) for each maximum power points. Obtain
the mean value of all calculated kopt as the overall optimal power-speed curve pa-
rameter. These five steps can be classified as two main operation processes: record-
ing of operating data and detection of optimal power-speed curve and kopt, which
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will be described in details as follows.
4.3.1 Recording of operating data
Figure 4.2 shows the wind turbine power-speed curves under three different wind
speed. ω∗1 is the rotational speed reference ωref at the beginning. By controlling the
wind turbine’s rotational speed, when the rotational speed ω is measured close to its
reference value ωref , it will satisfy the Equation (4.3.1).
|ωref − ω| < εω (4.3.1)
where εω is a small constant to judge whether the rotational speed is controlled
at the reference value. As shown in Figure 4.2, P (1, 1) is the measured power
in the situation that the wind speed is v1, and the rotational speed is ω1. When
wind speed changes from v1 to v2, P (1, 2) will be measured and recorded under
the same rotational speed reference ω∗1 . Thus, there are n operating data recorded
from P (1, 1) to P (1, n) by varying wind speed between v1 and vn under the same
rotational speed reference. Then the rotational speed reference changes from ω∗1
to ω∗2 , where ω∗2 = ω∗1 + ∆ω. ∆ω is a constant step size between two reference
rotational speeds. The operating data from P (2, 1) to P (2, n) under ω∗2 will be
recorded in the same way as in ω∗1. By control the wind turbine rotational speed
varying from ω∗1 to ω∗m, there are m × n recorded operating points. Compare the
recorded power value under each wind speed, the recorded maximum power points
can be obtained, shown as red points in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.3 shows the recording of operating data flowchart. Equation (4.3.2) is
used to decide whether the operating data should be recorded.
|v − vi| < εv (4.3.2)
where εv is a constant to judge whether the wind speed is close to a pre-set
value. Rotational speed changes from ω∗1 to ω∗n. When all eligible operating points
of the last rotational speed reference ω∗n are recorded, the recording of operating data
process ends. Then the controller will move on to the detection of the optimal power
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Figure 4.2: The recording of operating data on the power-speed curves of the WPGS
curve and kopt. In the recording of operating data flowchart (Figure 4.3), there are
two parts marked in blue and green. These two parts in the flowchart are negative
power rejection and skipping unnecessary data.
Negative power rejection
The wind turbine rotational speed is controlled in specified constant values dur-
ing the recording of operating data process. In the situation that wind speed decreas-
es to a low value, it may make the WPGS have negative power in order to control
the rotational speed to meet the specified constant reference. This can decrease the
WPGS efficiency and should be avoided. A negative power rejection algorithm is
proposed to avert the above situation. Decrease the rotational speed reference ωref
to acclimate the decreasing in wind speed when the wind speed is not sufficiently
high for the wind turbine to generate positive power at the pre-set rotational speed
reference. Until the wind turbine increase to a value that the WPGS is able to gen-
erate positive power, the rotational speed reference ωref will switch back to the
pre-set value and continue recording of the operating data. The blue area in Figure
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart of the recording of operating data
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4.3 shows this algorithm in the method flowchart. When power is negative or the
rotational speed reference of the previous step ωref p is not the pre-set value ω∗k, then
the rotation speed reference is given by:
ωref = ωref p +K · T · P (4.3.3)
where K is a parameter and T is the period of the control system. The aim is to
control the rotational speed value in case power P is negative.
Skipping unnecessary data:
In the recording of operating data flowchart (Figure 4.3), there is a green area
presenting the logic of skipping unnecessary data. During controlling the wind tur-
bine rotational speed at specified constant values, if the measured power P (k, i) is
less than P (k − 1, i), then there is no need to record further operating data under
wind speed vi. For example, in Figure 4.2, when it is found that P (3, 1) < P (2, 1),
it signifies that it has passed the maximum power point under wind speed v1. Then
there is no need to record P (4, 1) and further data under wind speed v1. Thus in Fig-
ure 4.3 green area, it recodes 1 to represent skipping these unnecessary data. This
skipping unnecessary data process can reduce the time of recording of operating
data.
4.3.2 Detection of optimal power-speed curve
Figure 4.4 shows the flowchart of the detection of optimal power-speed curve
and kopt. After the recording of operating data process, the maximum power points
under each wind speed can be estimated. Then the optimal power-speed curve and
kopt for each wind speed can be calculated. For example, in wind speed vi, the ob-
tained maximum power point is Pi max. When Pi max is achieved, ki is the calculated
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where ωk and P(k,i) represent the rotational speed and power of the MPP in wind
speed vi, respectively. After calculate ki for each recorded wind speed, the optimal
power-speed curve parameter kopt can be estimated by calculating the average value
of all obtained ki. Then the wind turbine will operate PSF control with the detected
optimal power-speed curve parameter kopt to achieve MPPT.
Based on the pre-set values of wind speed vi and reference rotational speed ω∗i ,
it is probable that the maximum power points may not be detected directly. Thus,
a remedy detection algorithm is designed to solve this problem. Implementation
of this algorithm is shown in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.5(a), the operating points are
recorded at the rotational speed ωk and ωk+1. However, the actual MPP is between
ωk and ωk+1, shown as the red point. Figure 4.5(b) shows the zoomed top part of the
curve in Figure 4.5(a). Under wind speed vi, the point A is the recorded MPP and
point B and C are the two neighbouring recorded operating points. As point C is
higher than B, then the real MPP must be between point A and C. The real MPP can
be estimated if we assume the curve is symmetrical about the axis passed through
the real MPP in a small region. Then the approximation MPP can be estimated as
follows. Draw a line connecting point A and B. It will create an angle ∠b with
x-axis. Then Make a line pass through point C with angle ∠c equal to ∠b. The
extension of these two lines meet at point D. From geometric principle, point D
would be very close to the central axis of this symmetric curve. As it was assumed
the curve is symmetrical about the axis pass through the real MPP in a small region,
point D will be recorded as the MPP under wind speed vi instead of point A. Thus,
the following formulas are deduced.
If the MPP is below the point A in Figure 4.5(b), it illustrated the MPP is between
ωk−1 and ωk. In this case, it can be regard as to reverse the Figure 4.5(b). The
proposed method is still be able to detect the MPP. It can be summarized as:
If P (k − 1, i) > P (k + 1, i), in Figure 4.5(b) it means the MPP is between the
point A and B. Then the MPP would be calculated by:










Pi max = P(k,i) +
P(k,i)−P(k+1,i)
ωk−ωk+1
(ωi opt − ωk)
(4.3.5)
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart of the detection of optimal power-speed curve and kopt
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: Remedy algorithm to estimate the MPP when the recorded operating
points are not the MPP. (a) The overall recorded operating points in a particular
wind speed. (b) Remedy algorithm illustrated on the zoomed top part of the curve.
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If P (k − 1, i) < P (k + 1, i), in Figure 4.5(b) it means the MPP is between the
point A and C. Then the MPP would be calculated by:










Pi max = P(k,i) +
P(k,i)−P(k−1,i)
ωk−ωk−1
(ωi opt − ωk)
(4.3.6)
Algorithm (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) can obtain a more accurate MPP when the recorded
operation points are not locate accurately on the real MPP , and thus theoretically,
there is no restrictions to pre-set the operation points if small enough step sizes are





And the following PSF control will be based on the rotational speed reference














To verify the proposed detection method, a WPGS including PMSG and wind
turbine is simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK. The WPGS parameters are given in
Table 4.1. Two simulation cases are carried out. Case 1 detects the optimal power-
speed curve without any preliminary information of the optimal power-speed curve
and operates the WT in MPPT mode. Case 2 is calibration the optimal power-speed
curve and MPPT control of wind turbine based on an inaccurate optimal power-
speed curve. In the simulation studies, the value of the wind turbine power co-
efficient Cp are given (Figure 4.7(b), Figure 4.9(b) and Figure 4.10) to verify the
accuracy of the detected optimal power-speed curve.
Case 1: Detection of unknown optimal power-speed curve
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Items Specification
Blade radius Rb 35 m
Equivalent inertia Jr 3× 106 kg ·m2
Rated power 1.5 MW
Rated wind speed 12 m/s
PMSG stator resistance R 0.19 Ω
PMSG stator inductance Ld, Lq 0.0005 H
Pole pairs p 5
PMSG field flux 0.0127 Wb
Table 4.1: Wind turbine and PMSG parameters in simulation and experiment
The simulation test detects the optimal power-speed curve at the beginning (from
0 s to 85 s) and then uses the detected optimal power-speed curve to control the tur-
bine in MPPT mode (after 85 s). The simulation results of wind speed v, generator
rotational speed ωg, rotor power Pr, and the power coefficient of wind turbine Cp
are given in Figure 4.6 and 4.7. The wind speed, shown in Figure 4.6(a), is gen-
erated by TurbSim [82], with an average speed of 8 m/s. Figure 4.6(b) shows that
the rotational speed of the wind turbine is controlled in specified constant reference
as mentioned in Section 4.3. Speed control the WT is achieved by vector control
with PI loop. At time t = 30 s and 60 s in Figure 4.6 and 4.7, wind speed decreases
and causes power drop, the rotation speed is controlled to decrease to keep positive
output power, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the negative power rejection
function mentioned in Section 4.3.1.
At t = 85 s in Figure 4.6, sufficient number of operating points are obtained
to calculate kopt. The calculated kopt value is 1.702105 which is very close to the
accurate kopt value 1.729105 (with 2% estimation error). After the kopt is detected,
the WT is operated in MPPT mode. Figure 4.7(b) shows that after t = 85 s, the power
coefficient Cp of the wind turbine can achieve its maximum value, which shows that
the wind turbine is tracking accurate maximum power points.
Case 2: Calibration of inaccurate optimal power-speed curve
Figure 4.8 and 4.9 shows the simulation results that the proposed scheme is used
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6: Wind speed and wind turbine rotational speed in the simulation of ini-
tialisation process. (a) Wind speed. (b) Generator rotational speed and reference
rotational speed.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: Wind turbine rotor power and power coefficient results in the simulation
of initialisation process. (a) Wind turbine rotor power. (b) Wind turbine power
coefficient.
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Table 4.2: MPPT energy generation comparison
to calibrate an inaccurate optimal power-speed curve. Changes of environmental
parameters, such as the air density, and other external factors such as dirt and ice
augmented on the turbine blades, generally happening during the daily operation
of the WT, will change the WT optimal power-speed curve. To simulate this kind
of inaccuracy, the turbine is controlled with kopt in 20% error in the first 30 s, as
shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. The calibration process takes 112 s and ends at 152 s.
Subsequently, the system is controlled in the MPPT mode with the calibrated kopt
value.
Figure 4.10 compares the power coefficient before and after the calibration pro-
cess, which shows that before calibration there is a gap between the power coeffi-
cient and its maximum value. After the calibration process, shown in Figure 4.10(b),
Cp can almost track its maximum value.
To illustrate the effect of the optimal power-speed curve error generated in ener-
gy generation, more simulation studies were done and the results are given in Table
4.2. The results show that 10% error of kopt will cause 0.28% loss of generation
energy. When the error increases, the loss will increase as well. When kopt has a
40% error, the generation energy will lose 5.24%.
4.5 Experiment Results
The hardware-in-the-loop experiment platform is the same as in Chapter 3. The
schematics of the controller and the experimental test rig is illustrated in Figure 3.9
and Figure 3.10.The experiment is implemented in the dSPACE 1104 environment.
A DC motor is controlled as a wind turbine to produce a mechanical torque corre-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8: Wind speed and wind turbine rotational speed in the simulation of cal-
ibration process. (a) Wind speed. (b) Generator rotational speed and reference
rotational speed.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.9: Wind turbine rotor power and power coefficient results in the simula-
tion of calibration process. (a) Wind turbine rotor power. (b) Wind turbine power
coefficient and the wind turbine maximum power coefficient value.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.10: Comparison of power conversation coefficient Cp in the simulation
of calibration process. (a) Before the calibration process. (b) After the calibration
process.
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sponding to the turbine model under variable wind conditions. A PMSG is driven by
the DC motor to provide output electrical power. An IGBT based power electron-
ics board is used as the PMSG side converter to control the WPGS with the PWM
signals from the dSPACE control board.
The experiment is carried out under a 120 s variable wind speed. Figure 4.11
and Figure 4.12 present the experimental results of the recording of operating data
and detection of the optimal power-speed curve (0 s to 60 s) and validation in MPPT
mode (60 s to 120 s), respectively. Figure 4.11(a) and Figure 4.11(b) show the wind
speed and rotational speed of the WT-PMSG system. The power captured by the
wind turbine is shown in Figure 4.12. From t = 35 s to 50 s, there is a decrease
in rotational speed to adopt the decrease in the wind speed. It verifies the negative
power rejection mentioned in Section 4.3.1.
After enough operating points are recorded, the optimal power-speed curve and
the kopt is calculated at t = 60 s. Then it is used in PSF to control the wind turbine
achieve MPPT. The calculated kopt in the experiment is 1.787105, which is close
to the accurate value 1.729105. The accuracy is around 97%. Figure 4.15 shows
the comparison between the detected and the real optimal power-speed curve in
the experiment. It can be seen that the optimal power-speed curve detected by the
proposed method is close to the accurate curve. Figure 4.13(a), Figure 4.13(b) and
Figure 4.14 show the experiment results in the MPPT validation mode, with wind
speed, wind turbine rotational speed and power coefficient Cp, respectively. The
experimental verification results show that the proposed method can obtain the wind
turbine optimal power-speed curve under the variable wind speed condition, which
can improve the performance of WPGS MPPT.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.11: Wind speed and generator speed when the WPGS is in recording of
operating data process in hard-ware-in-the-loop test. (a) Wind speed. (b) Generator
rotational speed.
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Figure 4.12: Experiment results of the output power when the WPGS is in recording
of operating data process in hard-ware-in-the-loop test.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13: Wind speed and generator speed when the WPGS detected the optimal
power-speed curve and in MPPT process in hard-ware-in-the-loop test. (a) Wind
speed. (b) Generator rotational speed and reference rotational speed.
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Figure 4.14: Experiment results of the power coefficient when the WPGS detected
the optimal power-speed curve and in MPPT process in hard-ware-in-the-loop test.





A new method to detect the optimal power-speed curve of a wind turbine under
natural variable wind speed conditions has been proposed. The method obtains the
maximum power points by controlling the WPGS in specified constant rotational
speed and recoding the power and wind speed at the same time. Methods to esti-
mate accurate MPP values and accelerate the detection time were proposed. After
the recording of the operating data and calculating the optimal power-speed curve,
the WPGS is controlled based on the obtained optimal power-speed curve to achieve
MPPT. The optimal power-speed curve detected by the proposed method can also
improve the MPPT performance and increase the WPGS energy generation when an
inaccurate optimal power-speed curve was used in PSF. This proposed method does
not require the system preknowledge and can obtian accurate optimal power-speed
curve under natural variable wind speed conditions. The accuracy of the detected
optimal power-speed curve and kopt is about 97%. MATLAB/Simululink simulation
and practical results confirm the validity and performance of the proposed method.
Future work will focus on the design of a wind speed observer to remove the re-
quirement of measuring wind speed, and the field test of the proposed algorithm on
a real wind turbine.
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DC/DC Boost Converter Based
PMSG Wind Turbine
Power electronics converters are the key and important part of a wind power
generation system for controlling its output current or voltage and consequently,
its rotational speed [108]. For a PMSG based wind power generation system, due
to the fact that the synchronous generator provides the rotor flux by itself through
permanent magnets or rotor field winding and, thus, diode rectifiers can be used as
generator-side converters [109]. The configuration of a rectifier and DC-DC boost
converter in a WPGS is given in Figure 5.1. The diode rectifier converts variable
generator voltage to a DC voltage, which is boosted to a higher DC voltage by the
boost converter. It is important that the generator voltage at low wind speeds be
boosted to a sufficiently high level for the inverters, which ensures the delivery of
the maximum captured power to the grid in the full wind speed range. Compared
with the back-to-back VSCs, the diode rectifier and boost converter are simpler and
more cost-effective [18].
As the stator current waveform could be distorted due to the use of the diode
rectifier, which may increase the losses in the generator and causes torque ripple as
well, the research of DC-DC boost converter operation and design is necessary. Also
the designed and implemented DC-DC boost converter would be used in prototype
experiments.
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In this chapter, the operation of a DC-DC boost converter is presented at first,
followed by the modeling of a DC-DC boost converter. Then the controller de-
sign and the simulation test of a WPGS with the DC-DC boost converter in MAT-
LAB/SIMULINK is given. moreover, the hardware implementation of a diode and
DC-DC boost converter is summarized in this chapter. Related hardware-in-the-loop
test results are given to verify the ability of the implemented converter hardware.
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Figure 5.1: The configuration of a rectifier and DC-DC boost converter in a WPGS
5.1 Operation of a DC-DC Boost Converter
A DC-DC boost converter can produce an output dc voltage at a level greater
than input dc voltage by employing pulse-width modulation (PWM) control tech-
niques [110]. The standard topology of a DC-DC boost converter consists of a
boost inductor, an output capacitor, a power switch and a diode. The configuration
is shown in Figure 5.2(a).
In continuous current conduction mode (CCM), the current flowing continuously
in the inductor during the entire switching cycle. There are two states during a
switching cycle of the operation of a DC-DC boost converter: ON state and OFF
state. At ON state, the power switch is on and the diode is off. The equivalent
circuit is shown in Figure 5.2(b). At OFF state, the power switch is off and the
diode is on. The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 5.2(c).
The state-state equation that describes the dynamics of the DC-DC boost con-






























where Idcg is the converter input current, Vo is the converter output voltage, Vdcg is
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Figure 5.2: A DC-DC boost converter (a) Schematic diagram. (b) ON state. (c) OFF
state
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the converter input voltage, Io is the converter output current, and Sdc is the switch-
ing function of the power converter, defined as follows:
Sdc =
{
0, for OFF state
1, for ON state
(5.1.2)
The ratio of time during the power switch is turned on to the period of one
complete switching cycle is defined as duty cycle D. The discontinuous model in































Since there is no net change of the inductor current from cycle to cycle in steady-
state conditions. Thus, in steady-state conditions, the input-to-output voltage con-





In the same way, the relationship between the average inductor current IL and





5.2 Modeling of a DC-DC Boost Converter
The steady-state equations of a DC-DC boost converter is given in Equation
(5.1.3). To get the transfer function of the DC-DC boost converter, perturbation
signals, e.g. the perturbed duty cycle D˜(t), the perturbed DC input current of the
converter, ˜Idcg(t), and the pertubed DC output voltage of the converter, V˜o(t). Thus,
with the perturbation signals, Equation (5.1.3) can be rewritten as [111]:
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As ˜d(t) ˜Vo(t) is the product of two small perturbation signals, it can be ignored
in the linearisation. Substitute Equation (5.1.4) into (5.2.1). Also considering that
in the loading conditions, Io = Vo/RL, Then simplify Equation (5.2.1). It can be










































Equations (5.1.4) and (5.1.5) are employed to substitute Vo and Idcg in (5.2.6).







RLLos2 + Ls+ (1−D)2RL
(5.2.7)
The derivation of Gid(s) is similar to the one made above for obtaining Gvd(s).
Thus, the control-to-input current transfer function Gid(s) is obtained in (5.2.8).
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RLLCs2 + Ls + (1−D)2RL
(5.2.8)
Finally, transfer functions (5.2.7) and (5.2.8) are used to obtain the current-to-









For stability analysis, Equation (5.2.9) is validated under the variations of duty
cycle D and load RL.
5.3 Controller Design of a Boost Converter in a W-
PGS
The control algorithm of the dc-dc boost converter in wind power system con-
tains two PI controllers. The boost converter can be used to control the dc current
Idcg by adjusting the value of duty cycle D and getting Vdcg as a feedback. From the




= Vdcg − (1−D)Vo (5.3.1)





(Vdcg − (1−D)Vo)dt (5.3.2)
Besides, in wind power generation system, current Idcg is related to the generator
speed ωm. The PMSG model given in Chapter 4 illustrated the relationship between
current and rotational speed. Consequently, the controller with compensation of
feedforward term can be formed as shown in Figure 5.3.
5.4 Prototype Boost Converter
Prior calculations of the minimum and maximum absolute values of state vari-
ables are important in order to accurately design components of a DC-DC boost
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Figure 5.3: Control diagram of a DC-DC boost converter in a wind power generation
system
converter. Table 5.1 lists the state variables, which are obtained from experimental
characteristics of the PMSG in prototype experiments. Hence, the maximum output
DC current of a diode rectifier can be calculated at 500 rpm and neglecting the losses








Finally, Table 5.2 gives the design results of the DC-DC boost converter used in

















As shown in Table 5.1 that minimum output voltage ripple is chosen as 0.1V,
which can be decreased by increasing L, C, or switching frequency, fsw. However,
there are some disadvantages by increasing these parameters, e.g.: (i) if L is chosen
large, the time required for Idcg to reach its peak value is increased, (ii) if L or C
are chosen large, the capacity and the cost of a DC-DC converter are increased and
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Description Symbol Unit Value
Minimum input DC voltage Vdcg min V 5
Maximum input DC voltage Vdcg max V 52
Minimum output DC voltage Vo min V 5
Maximum output DC voltage Vo max V 220
Minimum output voltage ripple Vr min V 0.1
Table 5.1: The minimum and maximum absolute values of the state variables used
for designing the DC-DC boost converter
Description Symbol Unit Value
Minimum duty cycle dmin % 0
Maximum duty cycle dmax % 70
Minimum boost inductor Lb min mH 0.32
Maximum output capacitor Co max µF 2900
Table 5.2: The design results of the DC-DC boost converter
(iii) if fsw is chosen large, the switching loss in a power switch, e.g. an IGBT, is
increased.
5.5 Simulation Test
A PMSG based wind power generation system with diode rectifier and DC-DC
boost converter based on the given model was simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK.
By varying the power switch duty cycle of the boost converter, the rotational speed
of the wind turbine can be controlled. The purpose of simulation test is to verify the
performance of control rotational speed in a WPGS with diode rectifier and DC-DC
boost converter.
Figure 5.4 shows the simulation model in MATLAB/SIMULINK. When control
the WPGS rotational speed in constant under a step change wind speed, the control
system can change the duty to keep the rotational speed tracking its reference value.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 5.5. From the results, it can be found
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Figure 5.4: Simulation model in Simulink/Matlab
that, when wind speed changes, the controller will change the duty cycle to ensure
the rotational speed keeps tracking its reference value. Thus, the designed controller
is able to control the wind turbine rotational speed in a WPGS with diode rectifier
and DC-DC boost converter.
5.6 Generator-Side Converter Hardware Implemen-
tation
The schematic diagram of a diode bridge-VSC with a DC-DC boost converter
in a wind power generation system is as shown in Figure 5.1. The generator-side
converter contains a diode rectifier and a DC-DC boost converter.
For the hardware implementation of the generator side converter, there are three
parts need to be mentioned. As the PWM control signal is output from dSPACE
control panel, a coupler board need to be installed to transfer the PWM signal into
the IGBT driver. Also, a particular IGBT driver should be connected to drive the
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Figure 5.5: Simulation results of control rotational speed of WPGS with DC-DC
boost converter under step change wind speed
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of the photocoupler
IGBT power switch in the boost converter. Finally, all the components and boards
are installed together on a heat sink as a build diode rectifier and boost converter.
5.6.1 Coupler board connection
As the PWM signal output from dSPACE control pannel is 0 to 5 V voltage
signal, it should go through a photocoupler for circuit protection and signal voltage
step up. The TOSHIBA TLP250 consists of a light emitting diode and a integrated
photodetector. It is suitable for gate driving circuit of IGBT or power MOSFET. Its
schematic is as Figure 5.6 shows.
On the coupler board, +15 V voltage power supply connects the pin 8 Vcc and
pin 5 GND. Pin 2 connects the PWM signal output from dSPACE control panel.
Pin 3 is connected with the digital ground of dSPACE control panel. The voltage
between pin 6/7 and 5 is the output of the board. A 0.1 µF bypass capacitor must
be connected between pin 8 and 5 to stabilize the operation of the high gain linear
amplifier. Failure to provide the bypassing may impair the switching property. Thus,
the design of coupler board is as Figure 5.7 shows.
Based on the coupler board circuit design, the soldered coupler interface board
is shown in Figure 5.8. The PWM and Digital Ground pins connect with dSPACE
control panel. The socket is connected with IGBT driver adaptor board.
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Figure 5.7: Coupler board circuit design
Figure 5.8: Coupler interface board
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5.6.2 IGBT modules and driver connection
The SKYPER 32 core constitutes an interface between IGBT modules and the
controller. This core is a half bridge driver. Basic functions for driving, potential
separation and protection are integrated in the driver. Thus it can be used to build up
a driver solution for IGBT modules. There is an adaptor board for the driver. The
one used is Board 1 SKYPER 32. The board can be customized allowing adapta-
tion and optimization to the used IGBT module. The input signal of the driver is
switching active to +15 V and 0 V. A capacitor is connected to the input to obtain
high noise immunity. Besides, an external resistor to the controller logic high level
is required. On the output side, the external components Rce and Cce are applied
for adjusting the steady-state threshold the blanking time. According to the compo-
nent datasheet, the values we used are: Rce = 18kΩ and Cce = 330 pF . There are
some external boost capacitors connected on the board as the rated gate charge of
the driver may be increase by additional boost capacitors to drive IGBT with large
gate capacitance. The whole connection schematic is shown as Figure 5.9.
Ron and Roff in Figure 5.9 are gate resistors. The output transistors of the
driver are MOSFETs. The sources of the MOSFETs are separately connected to
external terminals in order to provide setting of the turn-on and turn-off speed of
each IGBT by the external resistors Ron and Roff . The gate resistor influences the
switching time, switching losses, etc. By increasing Ron and Roff the turn-on and
turn-off speed will decrease. According to the datasheets, Ron and Roff used in our
hardware are both 220 Ω. Some of the components are not equipped on the adaptor
board. Thus the following steps should be done for complete the board:
R262 Rce 18kΩ
C260 Cce 332pF
R250 RV CE 0Ω
R251, R252, R253 RGon 220Ω
R254, R255, R256 RGoff 220Ω
After equipped the components, the IGBT driver and its adaptor board are shown
in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: Connection schematic of the driver core and IGBT module
Figure 5.10: IGBT driver and adaptor board
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Figure 5.11: Wind turbine converter hardware installation
The output of the adaptor board are Emitter output, Gate output, and Collector
output which can directly connect with IGBT module.
5.7 Hardware-In-The-Loop Test
Combine the above parts together as Figure 1.6 shows. The final hardware for
the generator-side converter is as Figure 5.11.
The control signal is provided by dSPACE control panel.
To test the installed generator-side converter hardware, hardware-in-the-loop
tests have been implemented with an experimental PMSG. The test bench is shown
in Figure 5.12. The constructed test bench consists of a PMSG which is coupled to a
three-phase induction motor. The measurements are sampled by a dSPACE DS1104
controller. The constructed teest bench is equipped with voltage transducers (type
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Rated output power W 500
Rated rotation speed A 20
Phase resistance Ω 0.66
Rotor inertia Kg·m2 0.006
Generator configuration 3 phase star connected AC output
Table 5.3: Experimental PMSG specification
Figure 5.12: The experiment bench for generator-side converter test: (1) a variable-
frequency AC driver, (2) a three-phase induction motor, (3) a PMSG, (4) an encoder,
(5) voltage and current sensor boards, (6) a dSPACE control panel
LV25-p), current transducers (type LA55-p) and an encoder to measure the rotor
speed and position. It is worth noting that all the components used in the construct-
ed test bench are commercially available. The paprameters of the PMSG (which
includes a back-EMF observer) are listed in Table 5.3.
The results obtained form the hardware-in-the-loop test are presented in Figure
5.13 and 5.14. Figure 5.13 is the results in the case that the wind turbine is controlled
to tracking a constant rotational speed reference in variable wind speed. It shows
that when wind speed changes, the duty cycle of the converter changes keep the
rotational speed stay around 20 rad/s. Figure 5.14 shows the results in the case that
controlling the wind turbine rotates in variable rotational speed under a constant
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wind speed environment. And it can be seen that, duty cycle changes to make the
rotational speed varies following the reference value.
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Figure 5.13: Hardware-in-the-loop test of varying wind speed with constant rota-
tional speed reference
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This chapter presents the diode rectifier with DC-DC boost converter as the
generater-side converter in a WPGS. The operation principle and model of a DC-DC
boost converter have been given. Then the design of the DC-DC boost converter and
controller are investigated followed by the simulation test. The implementation of
the designed generator-side converter has been tested in hardware-in-the-loop exper-
iments. Both simulation and experiment results verified the designed DC-DC boost
converter is reliable, efficient and suitable to be used in the PMSG based WPGS.





Implementation and Field Test
There are two small scale wind turbines installed on the department roof and ca-
ble connected to the office for experiment and condition monitoring. It has been used
to build a micro-smart grid platform to demonstrate renewable energy generation,
control and condition monitoring systems. With this prototype, the further green en-
ergy conversion ideas are enable to be developed, tested and validated. This chapter
describes the prototype settings, experiment design, field test and experiments re-
sults based on the controller designed from previous chapters and installed on the
roof turbines. The designed DC-DC boost converter is used in the prototype ex-
periment WPGS. The comparison experiments results in this chapter illustrate show
with the designed DC-DC boost converter, the WPGS can generate more power than
the wind turbine’s original controller.
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Figure 6.1: Configuration of the prototype WPGS
6.1 Prototype Design and Implementation
The configuration of the prototype WPGS is shown in Figure 6.1. The whole
platform includes: WT, PMSG, switch box, diode rectifier, DC-DC boost converter,
load, battery and inverter connect to the grid.
The power generated by the PMSG transfer to the diode rectifier and then pass
through the DC-DC boost converter, eventually transfer to the grid or load or in
charge battery. There are some sensors installed with the WPGS, i.e. voltage
transducer (VT) and current transducer (CT) for voltage and current measurement,
anemometer to measure wind speed and WebCam to monitor the turbines on the
roof. The measurement results transfer to the data acquisition system for the condi-
tion monitoring and controller. The controller output PWM signal through dSPACE
platform to the DC-DC boost converter power electronics. The details are given
below.
6.1.1 Hardware implementation
There are two full-scale vertical-axis wind turbine on the department roof as
shown in Figure 6.2. The two turbines are in the same size and have the same
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Figure 6.2: The two full-scale vertical-axis wind turbines installed on the building
roof of the EEE department
parameters as Table 6.1 and 6.2 shown below. In this case, they can be used for
comparison experiments.
Each wind turbine is coupled with a direct drive Three-Phase Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Generator (PMSG). The performance parameters of the wind turbines
with their generators are in Table 6.2.
In Figure 6.3, there are switches on the roof installed between the turbines’ gen-
erators and the Lab A405 to turn the connection. The turbines’ generators are con-
nected with the wind turbine control systems which were installed in the Lab as
shown in Figure 6.4.
Relevant parameters of the control system are measured and send to the PC for
data analysis. An anemometer was installed on the roof to get wind speed. The
returned value send to the PC as well. Besides, a web camera was installed for
monitoring the wind turbines.
As shown in Figure 6.1, the wind turbines’ control and monitoring systems need
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Swept Area 2.36 m2
Blade Materials Carbon Fiber and Fiberglass
Table 6.1: Eddy wind turbine physical information
Rated Power 600 W
Cut-in Wind Speed 3.5 m/s
Cut-out Wind Speed 32 m/s
Rated RPM 200 RPM
Survival Wind Speed 55 m/s
Rated Wind Speed 12m/s
Annual Energy at 5 m/s 780 kWh
Noise from IEC 61400-11 at 12 m/s 36 dB
Table 6.2: Eddy wind turbine performance information
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Figure 6.3: Switch box on the roof for cables connection
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Figure 6.4: Power electronics of the WPGS in a cabinet
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Figure 6.5: Schematic diagram of control and monitoring system
to measure voltage, current and wind speed to feedback the signal to the pc in the
Lab. The whole monitoring system contains: current transducers (CT); voltage
transducers (VT); wind speed sensor (anemometer); WebCam. The VT/CT board
connects with the dSPACE platform and transfer signal to the PC as shown in Figure
6.5.
In Figure 6.5, the sensors board is connected with the voltage and current sources
for measuring and sending the output analogue signals to the dSPACE connection
panel. The dSPACE board is able to transfer the analogue signals to digital signals
and directly display on the connected PC screen. An example of the PC screen
monitoring display is shown in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.7 shows the connection of the VT/CT (voltage transducer type LV25-p,
current transducer type LA55-p) circuit board.
The direct measured voltages are the generator output voltage Vab, Vbc, and
Vca. Besides voltage and current measurement, the wind speed is also measure by
an anemometer on the department roof (Figure 6.8). It is also connected with the
dSPACE to display the value on the PC screen (Figure 6.6).
Figure 6.8 also shows that there is a webcam installed on the roof to monitor the
condition of the turbines. And the webcam image was sent to the internet. So that
by typing in the password, the webcam image can be monitored on any PC in the
university.
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Figure 6.6: The monitoring screen through the WebCam and dSPACE
Figure 6.7: VT/CT circuit board for voltage and current measurement
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Figure 6.8: Anemometer and webcam on the roof for wind speed measurement and
wind turbine monitoring
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6.1.2 Condition monitoring system
Phase voltage calculation
To save the connection pins, not all values need to be measured. Some of them
can be estimated. For example, as:
Vab + Vbc + Vca = 0 (6.1.1)
Then V ca can be calculated by the value of Vab and Vbc. The phase voltage Va,
Vb and Vc have a relation:
Va + Vb + Vc = 0 (6.1.2)














In this way, by measuring Vab and Vbc, the value of Vac, Va, Vb and Vc can all be
calculated.
Figure 6.9 is the screen shot of the monitoring module in Matlab Simulink.
Wind turbine rotational speed estimation
Both AC and DC generators produce a frequency that is proportional and linear
to the rotational speed of the generator shaft. By measuring this frequency it is pos-
sible to measure the rotation speed of the generator without the use of a conventional
tachometer. This is achieved through the use of a resistor/capacitor high pass filter.
The pure AC signal is then fed into a frequency to voltage converter which outputs
a DC voltage proportional to the input frequency. The voltage is then boosted by an
amplifier and high frequency noise is removed by a low pass filter.
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Figure 6.9: The monitoring module for long term running and recording
Figure 6.10: Rotational speed measurement signal flow diagram
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Figure 6.11: Relationship between RPM and rotation speed measurement voltage
output
The output from the rotational speed measurements were validated by compar-
ing the voltage output to the RPM read by an optical tachometer at increasing wind
speed.
The results demonstrate that there is a clear linear and proportional relationship
between the rotational speed measurement voltage output and the actual rotational
speed.
Data acquisition and condition monitoring system
The hardware implementation architecture is shown in Figure 6.12. The wind
turbines and generators are installed on the roof of the building. The turbines with
generators are connected to the dSPACE data collection system in the lab for data
measurement and collection, which forms a simple data acquisition system. The
data is collected and then distributed by a data distribution server. In another lab,
several PCs are set as the server in the same local area network. Users can access
the the application for data monitoring using their PCs, mobile phones and tablet
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Figure 6.12: Hardware implementation platform with data acquisition system
devices by wired or wireless connection with the LAN. The web camera also con-
nected to the network that works together with web server to provide the real-time
image display of wind turbines.
The data acquisition system with real-time data publisher is shown in Figure
6.13. The data acquisition and condition monitoring system include data measure-
ment, dSPACE control panel board, and MATLAB/SIMULINK environment.
6.1.3 Controller and power electronics
The controller and power electronics in prototype WPGS is the same as in Chap-
ter 5. The schematic diagram of control the prototype WPGS is shown in Figure 5.3.
The measurement of voltage and current transfers to the data acquisition system.
Then the value of ωm, Idc, Vin and Vo can be got and transfer in the control sys-
tem. The controller outputs duty cycle D to the IGBT switch in the DC-DC boost
converter.
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Figure 6.13: Data acquisition system with dSPACE
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Figure 6.14: The schematic diagram of control the prototype WPGS
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6.2 Experiments Design and Set-Up
6.2.1 The comparison experiment of charging battery
Because there are two wind turbines with their generators and one anemometer
to measure wind speed on the roof. For the comparison experiment, the two turbine
generators are connected with different energy conversion systems in the lab. One
is with designed conversion system and controller; the other is with the turbine’s
original controller. They both are charging batteries. The experiments aim to com-
pare the two turbines generation systems performance. The schematic diagram of
















Figure 6.15: The schematic diagram of prototype hardware for controller comparison
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The variables in red are measured and send to the PC. The controller calculates
the value of duty based on the inputs and sends to the converter to control the turbine.
The control objective is maximum power point tracking. The experiment is designed
to compare the power charging the batteries from the two turbines.
Figure 6.16 is the schematic block diagram of comparing the two generation
systems of generating power transferred to charge the batteries. The wind turbine
1 (WT1) is connected with the designed DC/DC converter hardware which was
mentioned in Chapter 6. The wind turbine 2 (WT2) is connected with the original
controller. Both the two turbines are connected to charging the same type of battery.
6.2.2 The comparison experiment of power transfer to the grid
by inverters
Figure 6.17 shows the diagram of the two turbines’ experiment connection. D-
ifferent from Figure 6.16 in Section 2.1, in Figure 6.17 the two turbines are both
connected with grid side inverter and the generated power are transferred to the
grid.
6.3 Experiments Results
6.3.1 Two wind turbines rotational speed comparison
The experiment of comparing the two wind turbines rotational speed is to verify
that when the two turbine are both connected with their original controllers in the
same environment, their operation and generation would be almost the same.
Figure 6.18 shows the comparison of the two turbines in 2 hours. From the re-
sults, it shows that the total rotating time of WT1 is a little bit more than WT2.
By comparing the results in time=3000 to 4000 (Figure 6.19), the time of turbines
charging batteries are similar. Comparing K = Pe/ω3r and Kv = Pe/v3 of the
turbines, their values are very similar. It means when the system are charging the
batteries, the power coefficient of the two turbines are almost the same. From the
turbine’s datasheet, the estimated optimal value of K is 0.072 and the estimated op-
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Figure 6.16: Experiment of generated power transferred to charge the batteries
Figure 6.17: Experiment of generated power transferred to the grid
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timal value ofKv is 0.38. The experiment results are much lower than the estimated
optimal values.
From the two wind turbines rotational speed comparison results, it can be seen
that when the two turbines are both connected with their original controllers in the
same environment, their operation are quite similar. Thus, further experiments can
be done for one wind turbine with different control and conversion system and com-
pare to the other wind turbine with the original control and conversion system.
6.3.2 PSF control experiment results







where, ρ is the air density, A is the wind turbine swept area, Cp is the wind
turbine power coefficient, v is the wind speed. Therefore, if the air density, swept
area, and wind speed are constant the output power of the turbine will be a function
of power coefficient of the turbine. As the power coefficient maximum value and
the Cp−TSR curve of the roof turbine is unknown, we assume Cp is a constant as
well. Thus from equation(6.3.1) we can get:
Pe = Kv
3 (6.3.2)
Assume there is no loss during the transportation, the input power should be
equal to the output power:
Pe = ViIi = VoIo (6.3.3)





From the equations above, the boost converter control algorithm used in the
experiment is shown in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.18: Two turbines operating data record in 2 hours
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Figure 6.19: Zoom in of Figure 6.18 for time in 3000 to 4000s
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Figure 6.20: PI controller for boost converter in the experiment
Wind Turbine 1 is the one connected with boost converter hardware. Wind Tur-
bine 2 is connected with its original controller. The experiment results of the Wind
Turbine 1 is shown in Figure 6.21. Figure 6.22 shows the experiment results of
Wind Turbine 2 in the same time.
In Figure 6.21 and 6.22, at t=1.5s, there is a gust wind. The wind speed has a
step change. At that moment, WT1 is controlled to increase the current, thus the
rotation speed is decreased. WT2 is dropped to dumper as the battery voltage is
higher than 28 V. As there is no rotation speed sensor on the two turbines, WT1
Iin measured can represent the tendency of rotor speed.
At t=9s, the gust wind left. The wind speed is slowly decreasing. WT1 is con-
trolled to decrease the current. Thus the generator torque is decreased. The rotor
speed stays at a particular value. While WT2 switches to dumper at t=14 s and no
generated power when it switches back to controller.
From the experiment results, we can conclude that the designed diode rectifier
and boost converter hardware is suitable for our experiment use. The controller
algorithm could be replaced in the future.
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Figure 6.21: Experiment results of wind turbine 1 controlled by PSF method
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Figure 6.22: Experiment results of wind turbine 2 controlled by the wind turbine
original controller
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Figure 6.23: Comparison results of two wind turbines operation in a gust wind.
WT1 is controlled by HCS method
6.3.3 Conventional HCS control experiment results
Experiments of control wind turbine 1 (WT1) with conventional HCS method
and wind turbine 2 (WT2) with its original controller were done. Figure 6.23 and
Figure 6.24 are some experiment results. The results show that, when the two tur-
bines are under the same wind environment, the generation of WT1 is affected by
controlling the duty cycle of the boost converter to generate more power than WT2.
Although the results show that the conventional HCS method is able to control the
duty cycle and effect the generating power of WT1. In rapid changing wind speed,
conventional HCS method may lose its traceability.
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Figure 6.24: Another comparison results of two wind turbines operation in a gust
wind. WT1 is controlled by HCS method
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Time period Average WT1 generated WT2 generated EnWT1/EnWT2
wind speed energy (Wh) energy (Wh)
18:42 to 20:42 1.82 (m/s) 2.6 0.5 520%
20:42 to 22:42 2.50 (m/s) 7.3 3.3 221.2%
22:42 to 00:42 2.66 (m/s) 9.5 5.9 161%
00:42 to 02:42 2.35 (m/s) 6.8 3.65 186.3%
02:42 to 04:42 2.02 (m/s) 2.9 0.15 /
04:42 to 06:42 1.93 (m/s) 3 0.1 /
06:42 to 08:42 2.44 (m/s) 6.5 3 216.7%
08:42 to 10:42 3.28 (m/s) 15.5 4 387.5%
Total 54.1 30.5 177.4%
Table 6.3: Generated energy comparison of power transfer to charge the batteries
6.3.4 Long term operating results
The comparison experiment of power transferred to charge batteries
Data was recorded from 18:42 in 10/09/2015 to 10:42 in 11/09/2015. Final
results shows that WT1 generated electricity 54.1 Wh and WT2 generated electricity
30.5 Wh. Thus in total WT1 generated 177.4 % electrical energy of WT2. Table
6.3 shows the comparison of the two turbines generated energy in every 2hrs in
different average wind speed. From Table 6.3, the experiment results show that the
designed controller presents better than the turbines’ original controller especially
in lower wind speed. More experiment would be done in the future. Table 6.4 shows
comparison results in every hour on 22 September. From the results, it can be seen
that sometimes WT2 generated more power than WT1 for a short time. This means
the controller can be improved in the future to be more efficient.
The comparison experiment of power transferred to the grid
Data was recorded every 10 minutes from 04/09/2015 afternoon to 07/09/2015
morning. The results shows that in about 67hrs the final generated energy of WT1
is 292.3Wh and WT2 is 129Wh. Thus WT1 generated 226.6% electrical energy of
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Time period Average WT1 generated WT2 generated EnWT1/EnWT2
wind speed energy (Wh) energy (Wh)
10:02 to 11:02 2.24 (m/s) 0.49 0.45 108.9%
11:02 to 12:02 2.83 (m/s) 1.76 1.2 146.7%
12:02 to 13:02 3.60 (m/s) 5 5.35 93.5%
13:02 to 14:02 4.93 (m/s) 11.3 14.9 75.8%
14:02 to 15:02 4.95 (m/s) 4 4.2 95.2
Total 22.55 25.65 88%
Table 6.4: Generated energy comparison of power transfer to charge the batteries in
22/09
WT2. Table 6.5 shows the comparison of the two turbines generated energy in every
6hrs with different wind speed.
From Table 6.5, it shows that WT1 always generates more electricity than WT2,
especially in low wind speed.
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Time period Average WT1 generated WT2 generated EnWT1/EnWT2
wind speed energy (Wh) energy (Wh)
15:50 to 21:50 4.86 (m/s) 78 50.5 154.5%
21:50 to 9:50 3.77 (m/s) 52 28.5 182.5%
9:50 to 15:50 1.40 (m/s) 7 1 700%
15:50 to 21:50 2.39 (m/s) 10.5 5.5 190.9%
21:50 to 9:50 2.50 (m/s) 24.9 8.6 289.5%
9:50 to 15:50 2.27 (m/s) 10.1 1.9 531.6%
15:50 to 21:50 2.72 (m/s) 21.5 4 537.5%
21:50 to 9:50 3.24 (m/s) 32 10 320%
9:50 to 15:50 3.54 (m/s) 40 15 266.7%
15:50 to 21:50 2.48 (m/s) 24 4 600%
21:50 to 9:50 0.64 (m/s) 2 1 200%
Total 302 130 232.3%




This chapter has illustrated the prototype experiment platform and monitoring
system. The experiment results shows the installed hardware works well with the
roof turbine. From the long term comparison results, it can be concluded that the
wind turbine with designed hardware and control system can capture more power
from wind than the wind turbine with its original controller.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter has summarised the results obtained in this thesis and contributions.
At the end of this chapter, suggestions for future investigations are also listed.
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis aims to develop maximum power control for PMSG-based WPGS. In
industry, wind power generation systems require controllers to smoothly switch be-
tween different control objectives in different regions and capture maximum power
from the wind when the wind speed is low. This thesis discussed the developmen-
t of wind turbine controllers on different aspects: the switching between different
operating regions and control objectives; the HCS method to achieve MPPT, the
detection of optimal power-speed curve and experimental verification.
At the beginning of this thesis, the overview and typical configuration and com-
ponents of wind power generation systems have been presented. Different MPPT
methods have been reviewed. This thesis has focused on the operation and control
of PMSG based WPGSs.
In Chapter 2, a method for controlling a variable speed wind turbine over it-
s complete operating wind speed regions has been presented. The control method
attempts to minimise structure and mechanical loading while maximising energy
conversion from the wind. This involved designing a switching logic to enable s-
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mooth switching between different control objectives of torque controllers and pitch
controllers. All these controllers used PDF control algorithm for smoothing perfor-
mance and simplifying parameter tuning process. The simulation of a wind turbine
with a hardware-in-the-loop industrial controller, that uses the presented switching
logic, demonstrates good results; the switching is smooth between different control
objectives over a large wind speed range. In the three operation regions, Region 1
aims to capture maximum power from the wind. This region determines the WPGS
generated power in low wind speed. HCS method and PSF method are two methods
generally used in industry. Chapter 2 and 3 are mainly discussing the development
in these two methods.
In Chapter 3, a hybrid HCS algorithm for wind speed sensorless maximum pow-
er point tracking of wind turbine generation systems under varying wind speeds has
been presented. The proposed algorithm introduces a new detection method of wind
speed variation and combines it with the conventional HCS algorithm. It can ob-
tain a real-time optimal power curve coefficient based on the optimal power under
constant wind condition. The simulation compares the proposed hybrid HCS algo-
rithm and the conventional HCS algorithm method on a PMSG based wind turbine.
Under rapidly changing wind speeds, the proposed hybrid HCS algorithm performs
much better in tracking the maximum power coefficient without the requirement of
directly sensing wind speed and knowing wind turbine characteristics.
In Chapter 4, a new method to detect the optimal power-speed curve of a wind
turbine under natural variable wind speed conditions has been proposed. The method
obtains the maximum power points by controlling the WPGS in specified constant
rotational speed and recording the power and wind speed at the same time. Methods
to estimate accurate MPP values and accelerate the detection time were proposed.
After the recording of the operating data and calculating the optimal power-speed
curve, the WPGS is controlled based on the obtained optimal power-speed curve to
achieve MPPT. The optimal power-speed curve detected by the proposed method
can also improve the MPPT performance and increase the WPGS energy genera-
tion when an inaccurate optimal power-speed curve was used in PSF. This proposed
method does not require the system pre-knowledge and can obtain accurate optimal
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power-speed curve under natural variable wind speed conditions. The accuracy of
the detected optimal power-speed curve and kopt is about 97%. MATLAB/Simulink
simulation and practical results confirm the validity and performance of the pro-
posed method. Future work will focus on the design of a wind speed observer to
remove the requirement of measuring wind speed, and the field test of the proposed
algorithm on a real wind turbine.
Power electronics plays an important role in WPGSs. In Chapter 5, it repre-
sents the diode rectifier with DC-DC boost converter as the generator-side converter
in a WPGS. The operation and model of a DC-DC boost converter have been giv-
en. The implementation of the designed generator-side converter has been tested in
hardware-in-the-loop experiments. Both simulation and experiment results verified
the designed DC-DC boost converter is reliable, efficient and suitable to be used in
the PMSG based WPGS.
The proposed wind turbine control methods and power electronics hardware
need to be verified in hardware experiments. Chapter 6 has illustrated the proto-
type experiment platform and monitoring system. The experiment results show the
installed hardware works well with the roof turbine. From the long-term compari-
son results, it can be concluded that the wind turbine with designed hardware and
control system can capture more power from the wind than the wind turbine with its
original controller.
In conclusion, the study in this thesis contributes on developing the control of
PMSG based WPGSs. A switching logic has been proposed to smooth switch be-
tween different control strategies and avoid sudden changes in WPGS. In the first
operation region, the control objective is to achieve MPPT. Thus, a developed HCS
method has been proposed which can detect wind speed variation from the oper-
ating data analysis thus to avoid the misleading of conventional HCS method dur-
ing variable wind speed. Besides, a method has been proposed for wind turbines
to on-site detect the optimal power-speed curve. With an accurate optimal power-
speed curve, the WPGS can efficiently achieve MPPT by PSF control. To verify
the proposed methods, a designed power electronics hardware has been tested with
a PMSG based WPGS and finally implemented in a small scale prototype WPGS.
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Nevertheless, there are some further research can continue in the future.
7.2 Future Work
• The proposed smooth switch method in Chapter 2 can combine with the dif-
ferent MPPT methods to adapt different WPGSs. Also, some parameters in
the switching logic need to be set before operating. The parameter values can
affect the switching results and the mechanical load. Besides, the twist an-
gle in the wind turbine drive train can be presented and compared with other
switching methods.
• In Chapter 3, the developed HCS method can solve the problem of miss-
trackable of conventional HCS method in variable wind speed. The setting
of the HCS step size and parameters in the wind speed variation detection
need to be developed more adaptively. Besides, the method can be developed
to capture accurate kopt value and calibrate the value during the WPGS normal
operating.
• In Chapter 4, the method to detect the optimal power curve needs wind speed
as a reference. In the future, a wind speed observer will be added. By detect-
ing the wind speed variation and estimating the wind speed value, the optimal
power curve detection method can be developed sensorless. Also, the method
needs to collect data in different wind speed and the system needs to wait
for wind speed change. This makes the detection time undetermined. In the
future, the method to detect the wind turbine optimal power curve in a fixed
time can be designed and verified.
• The hardware implemented in Chapter 5 can be combined with a grid-side
converter together. The grid-side converter can be implemented with PWM-
VSC and controller for grid-side converter should be designed and combined
with the previous system. Besides, back-to-back converter configuration can
be implemented to compare with the diode rectifier and boost converter.
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• The prototype implemented in Chapter 6 used to compare the wind turbine
original power electronics and controller with the implemented power elec-
tronics and PSF control. The developed HCS method can be applied to the
control system thus verifying it in the prototype experiments. In the future,
different control methods and power electronics configurations can be com-
pared by using the prototype wind turbines.
Liuying Li
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